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Murray State unveils student enrollment initiative
MSU News Bureau
Responding to the Kentucky
Council on Postsecondary Education's
(CPE) plan to increase college graduates, officials at Murray State
University have unveiled a new plan for
enrollment.
The university will restructure the
Office of Enrollment Management,
encompassing school relations and traditional undergraduate admissions
functions. Dr. Randy Dunn, MSU pres-

ident, is leading the initiative, setting a goal of
12,0(10 students by 2012.
"This initiative was put
into place because we
know we need to do a better job of reaching out to
potential students," said Dunn. "In
addition to our statutory requirement
under Kentucky's Postsecondary
Education Improvement Act, it is
incumbent on the university to continue

building on a strong history of excellence. To do that, we have to be in a
growth mode, reaching out in new
ways, focusing on the most effective
ways to recruit, admit, retain and successfully graduate students whether
they are coming to us directly out of
high school, or have completed an associate degree and are ready for the next
step in their education."
In 1997, the General Assembly
passed the Kentucky Postsecondaty

Education Improvement Act (House
Bill I). The law states that to raise the
standard of living for Kentuckians, the
number of people with a bachelor's
degree residing in the Commonwealth
must double by the year 2020. Since
2000, the annual number of degrees and
credentials increased by 62 percent
throughout the state. MSU, however,
has not achieved that type of growth
either in the number of degrees conferred or in the number of enrolled stu-

dents. Since 2001, MSU enrollment
increases for undergraduates and graduates equaled less than seven percent
total. In 2006, enrollment efforts produced only 30 more students than the
previous year.
Dunn formed an issues management
team in September of 2(107 to evaluate
all aspects of enrollment and admis-

•See Page 2A

County gears up for election

Hal Kemp

New voices
speaking for
local parties
By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
Both the Calloway County
Democratic and Republican parties have elected new chairmen
for 2008 and both men say they
will take steps toward better
organization and a more active
voice in political races at all levels this election season.
Hal Kemp, a Murray businessman and forme: state House
of Representatives candidate,
has been elected as the new
chairman of the Calloway
County Democratic Party, while
David Kennedy has taken the
reins of the Calloway County
Republican Party. Both say they
are looking forward to an active
political year and encouraging
voters to turn out at the polls and
vote their values.
Kemp was elected Its a member of the party's executive committee and then was picked as
chair during a recent meeting.
He said this is the first time he
has become actively involved in
county politics since he first
threw his hat in the political ring
in 2006 when he ran against
Rep. Melvin Henley for the
Fifth Distnct House seat.
He said the change in the
path the country has taken the
past eight years has inspired him
to do more to turn the situation
around.
"I haven't been that active

until just prior to running for the
state House ... but as our world
changed and everything. I
thought it was time for me to
step up and start taking more of
an interest in what was happening locally, statewide and
nationally," he said. "My motivation is to help to get everyone
a little more organized and motivated, help to get the vote out,
and to inform the people in our
county where we stand and
hopefully convince them that
the Democrats are the way to
go."
Kemp said politics is much
more important than most people realize and everyone needs
to vote, call their representatives
and be sure their voices are
heard in the local, state or
national debate.
"If we don't step up and
make our own feelings known
and don't work for what we
believe in, then we ought to get
what we get.- he said.
Kemp said he's not supporting any particular Democratic
candidate in the upcoming primary or in November. He says
the party is not taking sides
between Sen. Barack °barna, D111., or Sen. Hillary Rodham
Clinton, D-N.Y., for the presidency nor between Mayfield
lawyers Carroll Hubbard and

II See Page 2A
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Board
of Elections met this morning to
inspect the county's voting
machines and make sure they
are secure and ready to go for
the Primary Election on May 20.
The board met at the
Calloway
County
Road
Department on East Sycamore
Street where the machines are
stored. The machines were
sealed
and
will
remain
unopened until the opening of
polling places on Election Day.
In the meantime, Calloway
County Clerk Ray Coursey, Jr.
said he is searching for people
who would be willing to put
their name on a list to serve as
stand-by precinct of9cers.
"At this very moment we've
got everybody that we need,"
Coursey said Monday morning.
"But within the next three to
four weeks, there's always going
to be people that have things to
come up that will keep them
from working.. things that come
up unexpectedly — sickness, illnesses, death
that has always
been a factor, so we'd like to
have a reserve list."
Last year. about 40 percent of
those who signed up to be
precinct officers canceled for
one reason or another and the
clerk's office wants to be ready
for any cancellations this year.
Anyone
interested
are
encouraged to contact the
clerk's Office As soon as possible.
Also, Coursey teminded
everyone that the deadline to

change voter information on
registration
cards
ended
Monday. State statutes require
that voter records be closed for a
period of 28 days prior to
scheduled election days which
allows state election officials to
compile the records and supply
each county with a precinct-byprecinct list of eligible voters.
For anyone who plans to be

out of the county on election
day, an absentee voting machine
will be available in the county
clerk's
office
beginning
Wednesday, Apnl 30.
Anyone with questions about
eligibility to vote as an absentee
should call the clerk's office at
753-3923.
As of this week, more than 70
ballots have been mailed to vot-

ers that have applied for the
pnvilege, Coursey said.
Anyone with questions about
the election or those wanting to
sign up for an absentee ballot or
as a precinct officer may come
by the clerk's office at the
Calloway County Courthouse or
call 753-3923 daily during
office hours from 8 a.m. to 4.30
p.m.

Pa. voters weigh in on Democratic contest
PHILADELPHIA IAP) — A
six-week, increasingly hardedged Pennsylvania primary
contest between Democrats
Hillary Rodham Clinton and
Barack Obama culminated
today as voters registered their
choice -- a decision that could
save or sink Clinton's flagging
candidacy.
The candidates questioned
each other's character and readiness to be commander in chief in
last-minute television ads and
barnstormed the state in a final
pitch for votes in the most populous and delegate-rich state
AP
remaining in the nominating
contest. Some 4 million Gabnel Shaffer-Mernman. 5 covers his ears from the loud
Democrats were eligible to cast speakers as Democratic pres!dential hopeful, Sen. Hillary
ballots, with 158 delegates at Rodham Clinton, D-N.Y., rear left, campaigns Greater
stake.
Johnstown Senior High School in Johnstown, Pa.
Clinton was relying on a
As the polls opened at 7 a.m., Pennsylvania Avenue for a
decisive win to reinvigorate her
candidacy, while °llama hoped the candidates engaged in a last Democrat goes right through
for an upset or a strong enough round of sparring in pre-taped Pennsylvania."
Mama. noting Clinton's
finish to secure the delegates interviews aired on network and
polling lead, sought to lower
needed to maintain his overall cable television.
"What (Obama) has to expectations.
lead.
"I think we've trimmed that
Late polling showed Clinton demonstrate is to win a big state,
with a single-digit lead in the a big state that Democrats need back, but our view has always
state after besting Mama by 20 to win in order to achieve the been that we're the underdogs
points or more in earlier sur- presidency," Clinton told CBS' here,- Obama said. "I think she
'The Early Show." —The road to has to be heavily favored to
veys.
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TOM BERRY/Lodger & Times
Calloway County Clerk Ray Coursey, Jr., foreground, is joined by county board of aloctions
members Dave Foley, standing. Zee Enix seated, and Sheriff Bill Marcum. not pictured, in
inspecting and certifying electronic balloting machines this morning at the Calloway County
Road Department garage.
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win."
Sarah Triplett arrived to vote
Tuesday long before her suburban Philadelphia polling place
opened and soon had plenty of
company.
"I had to be here to vote, and
I pray that Obama does make a
big change in a very positive
way," said Tnplett. a "65-plus"
woman from Levittown who
works with the disabled.
In Allentown, where a line
snaked out the door at First
Presbyterian Church, 68-yearold Ellen Woolley, who works in
finance, went for Clinton.
Obama. she said, is a "marvelous speaker, but I really don't
hear a lot of substance."
The Illinois senator and his
wife, Michelle. addressed a rally
at the University Pittsburgh on
Monday night. They were joined
by Teresa Heinz Kerry, wife of
2004 Democratic nominee John
Kerry.
Heinz Kerry noted that her
husband earned Pennsylvania in
the general election. "I'm asking
you to keep this streak going,".
she said.

•See Page 2A
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Budget cuts are
scaling down
Derby parties

TOM BERRY/Ledger P. Times
)HEIR DAY IN THE SUN: Sunny skies, temperatures in the mid 70s and a healthy dose of spring fever led
several Murray
tate University classes and individuals to gather in the Quad early Monday afternoon. While classes focused on
academics,
flher students read books, played with a Frisbee, gathered to talk about the coming summer break, start a tan or cuddled
under
a tree or out in the sun to enjoy the weather.

III Pa. voters ...
From Front
In Philadelphia, Clinton
appeared with her husband, the
former president. and their
daughter. Chelsea. before a
crowd at the University of
Pennsylvania.
"It's not enough to say 'Yes
we can.' We have to say how we
can," Clinton told the crowd,
putting a twist on Obama's popular slogan of hope.
The Pennsylvania contest
turned sharply negative in its
closing days as Obama cast
doubts on his rival's honesty and
trustworthiness. Clinton, in turn.
questioned whether Obama was
tough enough for the rigors of
the Oval Office.

The campaigns tangled
Monday over a new Clinton television ad that invoked images
of Osama bin Laden — the first
time a Democratic candidate has
used the mastermind of the Sept.
II, 2001, terrorist attacks in the
2008 race for the White House.
"Harry Truman said it best.
'If you can't stand the heat, get
out of the kitchen.' Who do you
think has what it takes?" the ad
says, as a picture of bin Laden
and other national emergencies
— from Hurricane Katrina to the
fall of the Berlin Wall -- flash
on the screen.
The Obama campaign moved
quickly to counter the message,
airing a response ad within
hours that challenged Clinton's

2002 vote authorizing the U.S.
invasion of Iraq.
Obama addressed the matter
himself at the Pittsburgh rally.
"My job as commander in
chief is to keep you safe. That
will be my number one task,"
adding, "The war in Iraq was
unwise.Clinton also was grilled
about the ad by MSNBC's Keith
Olbermann, one of a series of
national television interviews
the New York senator gave on
Monday.
"Since Senator Max Cleland
was cut down by a commercial
that featured a picture of bin
Laden, that has been -- that tactic has been kind of a bloody
shirt for many Democrats,"

Olbermann said. He was refernng to the former Georgia senator and disabled Vietnam War
veteran who lost his seat in 2002
after Republicans questioned his
willingness to fight terrorism.
Clinton insisted the ad was
about presidential leadership,
not fearmongenng.
"There is nothing at all that is
in any way inappropnate in saying, look, presidents face the
unexpected all the time," she
said. "If you were to hire the
person you thought was ready
on Day One to do the toughest
job in the world, what would
you look for? What kind of
resume would you be trying to
seek out?"

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Budget cuts to offset a looming $900
million state revenue shortfall are putting a pinch on governmentsponsored Kentucky Derby festivities this year.
Organizers of the various Derby-related events held at the
Kentucky Capitol each year are cutting back on some of the size and
pageantry this time. There won't be as many tents this year, and the
chic private dinner hosted by the governor for honored guests and
dignitanes will he sealed down to a Governor's Mansion cocktail
party with appetizers.
'The governor definitely realized that we did need to scale things
down this year due to budget concerns and that's what's taking
place." Beshear spokeswoman Vicki Glass said.
Scaled down Derby parties come as the state faces gloomy times
elsewhere. Kentucky lawmakers earlier this month approved a twoyear $19 billion state spending plan that included numerous cuts to
government agencies and programs.
Economic forecasters have projected state revenues will drop by
$900 million over the next two fiscal years beginning July I.
Public universities in Kentucky are facing large cuts in state
funding, and schools are planning to raise tuition for the next school
year. The University of Kentucky and Western Kentucky University,
for example, are both considering a 9 percent tuition hike next fall.
Other areas of state government are also facing funding cuts.
And, Kentucky lawmakers authorized the state's prison system to
begin releasing people convicted of nonviolent, non-sexual felonies
into home incarceration programs.
In past years, governors' Derby parties have been known for their
swankiness.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher's final Derby party lineup cost taxpayers
about a half-million dollars, including a train ride from Frankfort to
Louisville, a "Derby Eve Gala" and a private state dinner.
Last year's event for economic development guests was usually
catered, Glass said. This year, it will be held at the governor's mansion, catered by existing staff and have a guest list of between 200
to 250 compared to more than 400 in the past, Glass said.
"It will be a smaller event," Glass said.
It was uncertain exactly how much less the Derby festivities were
costing this year. But it was expected to be less, Glass said. Officials
are expecting to also save money by having fewer tents, combined
with less flooring, decorations and staff. Glass said.
"We just know that we will be spending less," Glass said. "We're
being very economically conscientious."
Still, the annual Derby breakfast, held on the state Capitol
grounds on the morning of the big race, will go on as normal, Glass
said.
Mary Wathen, Beshear's director of special projects, said the
state would save money on ;able centerpieces this year by having
school children make them.
"It also gets the entire state to feel more a part of it," Wathen said.

•Student enrollment ...
From Front
sons including: the current structure.
outreach potential, financial aid
processes and admission processes for
transfer students, graduate students and
international students.
Following
extensive research and discussion.
Dunn formed the Office of Enrollment
Management, naming Alison Marshall
as intenm executive director. Marshall
has previously served as director of
admissions at Western Oregon
University and director of special
events at Williamette University in
Oregon.
Prior to moving to Oregon.

Marshall, a Murray native and MSU
alumna, served as MSU's associate
director of school relations in the
1990s. Marshall currently advises
undeclared majors in the MSU Center
for Academic Advisement.
In addition to establishing the
Office of Enrollment Management
focusing on the traditional undergraduate population, Dunn's new initiatives
include:
• reassignment of recruitment,
admissions and yield functions for
transfer students to the Center for
Continuing Education and Academic
Outreach (CEAO) led by Dr. John
Yates. dean of CEA°.
• reassignment of recruitment,

admissions and yield functions for
international students to the Institute for
International Studies under the direction of Dr. Michael Basile, director of
the Institute for International Studies;
and
• reassignment of recruitment,
admissions and yield functions for
graduate students to the Office of the
Provost under the direction of Dr. Gary
Brockway.
"We must be very conscious of the
growing number of students admitted to
MSU via transfer, graduate student, and
international recruitment efforts.- said
Dunn. "We want to provide the appropnate time and attention to each student
SO we were purposeful in how we

organized the management of each student group."
The initiative also includes improvement to student life services. The university has invested $8 million in
myGate, a University-wide electronic
records program where students, faculty and staff can conduct business from
applying for admission and registering
for classes to making payments through
one portal, all on-line. Additionally,
the university is launching two studies
in relation to student benefits.
"We will study the pros and cons J
two new initiatives," said Dunn. 'The
first being a one-stop shop for students
to conduct all of their business on campus in a single location, and the other

looking into the benefits of merging our
financial aid and scholarship functions."
Dunn expressed excitement in the
forthcoming opportunities regarding all
areas of recruitment, retention, and positive outcomes.
"MSU prides itself in providing a
quality educational expenence for all
our students and this initiative is a
pledge that our number one priority is
to strengthen our relationships and continue to grow," said Dunn. "When we
grow, MSU benefits from increased
opportunities and expanded efficiencies."

•New voices.
From Front
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Paducah GI Associates, the gastroenterology practice of
John Kraus, M.D., and Gary Bodnarchuk, M.D.,
welcomes nurse practitioners

Lynn Pratt, A.R.N.P., and Summer Cross, A.R.N,P.
The practice ts accepting new patientsforprocedures
such ascolonoscopy and entia-copy and eatinent ofall digestive disorders
Including stomach,Intestinal and liverproblem

Paducah GI Asspciates
Doctors Building 3, Suite 202
2605 Kentucky Ave., Paducah, KY 420(3
(270) 443-8285

Rick Johnson in the race for the
First District Senate seat against
Republican incumbent Ken
Winters of Murray.
"I think that, for president,
we have two very, very good
candidates and no matter how it
turns out we're going to have an
excellent candidate represent us
in the election," he said. "We
also have two good candidates
running for the state senate and
I'm also staying neutral in that
race. I think they will both make
good senators and we'll support
whoever comes out on top.
"We just feel like we need to
support all of our candidates
while also making them answer
for what they do."
Kemp said he was recently
happy to see that more of
Murray-Calloway
County's
young voters seem to have
become more active; particularly those who support Obama.
Othei officers elected to
serve the party this year include
vice-chair
Kathy
Jo
Stubblefield, secretary Melissa
Starks, and former chairman
David Ramey, treasurer.
Kemp said Ramey, who
served as chairman for four
years and is now a member of
the Murray City Council,
approached him about six
months ago and asked him if he
was interested in taking the position because he wanted to step
down to have more time to
spend with family and his business.
"I think Dave has done an
excellent job and has been a
very important front-person for
our party," Kemp said.
Meanwhile Kennedy has
taken the reins of the Calloway

County Republican Party and is
moving to get members on target to elect GOP candidates in
November. He said he was
encouraged to take the position
by fellow supporters following
the resignation of former chairman Vernon Anderson earlier
this year.
Kennedy said in a recent
interview that he has found the
chairmanship a satisfying way
to serve party objectives and
ideals without seeking office
himself.
"I had been approached about
running for office and, when I
made the decision not to, part of
the reason was that I felt like the
party wasn't quite as organized
as it needed to be,- he said.
"Also, when I made the decision
not to run, I made a decision that
I wanted to help the party."
Kennedy said the Republican
party has a message for
Calloway County, as well as the
rest of the state and the nation,
about traditional moral values
and other important ideals that
need to be heard and considered
when choosing local, state and
national leaders.
"We feel like we have core
values that are conservative in
nature and we want to make sure
that Murray is governed by
those core values," he said. "We
think the best vehicle to do that
is the Republican party."
Kennedy said another party
goal is to make sure votets know
where GOP candidates stand so
voters can make informed decisions at the ballot box concerning who they want representing
them
in
Frankfort
and
Washington.
"So our focus is to try to be
a little bit more ”ocal," he said.
"Of course we don't have a lot
of local races on the ballot this

year. Ken Winters is running for
the state senate, but no one is
running against Mr. Henley, so
our focus is on Ken Winters and
the great job that he has done
and obviously (1st District U.S.
Rep.) Ed Whitfield and (U.S.
Sen.) Mitch McConnell."
Kennedy said he plans to
support the presumed GOP presidential nominee Sen. John
McCain, R-Ariz., and encourages all Republican voters to
turn out in November to cast
ballots for his election.
"I support John McCain
because when it comes down to
it — looking at all the players in
the game and it's just like any
other game -- when somebody
is sitting on the sidelines they're
not in the game," he said. "John
McCain is in the game and I
would say he's got a lot of leadership. I would say this election
is about proven leadership over
time versus leadership that may
or may not be."
He lauded the leadership
efforts by Winters, Whitfield
and McConnell as what MurrayCalloway County and Kentucky
needs.
Kennedy said he wants to see
more GOP supporters active this
election season, primarily at the
polls, but also during meetings
and activities scheduled by party
leadership. The party will elected a new vice-chairman, secretary and treasurer during a meeting scheduled for May 12.
Joyce Fox now serves as
vice-chair and Susan Hussmann
is serving as secretary.
"We'll announce our new
officers during that meeting and
hopefully get one of the candidates in to talk to us. We also
want to try to bring some more
people in," he said.
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Drivers increasingly squeezed by gas prices

Unita Mangle

NEW YORK (API -Cabbies here complain their
take-home pay is thinner than it
used to be. Trucking companies
across the country are making
drivers slow down to conserve
?tinhorn Donn
fuel. Filling station owners
Milburn Dunn, 85. Atlanta, Ga., died Monday, Apnl 21, 2008, at
plead that really, really, the skyhis home. Born in Calloway County, Ky., he was the son of the late
rocketing prices aren't their
Ballet Dunn and Lula Usrey Dunn. Also preceding him in death
fault.
were three sisters, Ruth Catherine Lassiter, Nell
And the rest of us? With gas
11% Culpepper and Vivian Starks; and three brothers, prices now averaging $3.50 a
Wilford Dunn, Ralph Dunn and Harold Dunn.
gallon nationwide, according to
He was a member of First Baptist Church of
AAA and the Oil Price
Sandy Springs, C.a., where he taught Sunday school.
Information Service, more and
Fir was a retired furniture salesman and had a hobby of playing
more Americans who have to
golf.
drive are weighing the need for
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dorothy Workman Dunn, to
each and every trip.
whom he had been married for 68 years; two daughters, Deborah
"To get to the doctors and all
Dunn, Roswell. Ga., and Patricia Tustian and husband, Graham, that, it's an awful lot of mor.ty,"
Alpharetta, Ga.; two grandchildren, Ashley Tustian May and
said Carol Licata, a 75-year-old
Christopher John Tustian; one great-grandson, Sawyer James May; retiree from Arnold. Pa., who
one sister, Evelyn Neal, Clearwater, Ha
said a larger portion of her fixed
The funeral will be Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. at the Arlington
income is now going toward
chapel of H.M. Patterson and Son Funeral Home, Sandy Springs.
gas. "I don't drive that often, but
Pastor Terry Quick will officiate. &Ina: will follow in the Arlington
have to take necessary trips
Memorial Park.
and (gas) takes a big chunk out
of our budget."
Visitation will be from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight (Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Baptist Church of
Some would-be drivers are
considering less energy-dependSandy Springs, 650 Mount Vernon Hwy., Sandy Springs, GA
ent alternatives simply for
30328.
money's sake.
In Los Angeles. for example,
Mrs. Oyna Reeves
fiction writer Brian Edwards
The funeral for Mrs. Oyna Reeves was today (Tuesday) at II
sold his gas-guzzling Ford truck
a.m. at Hazel Baptist Church. Rev. Brent Lee officiated. Burial was
and now relies on his skateboard
in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel was in charge of arrangements. or the bus to get around. Sharon
Cooper of Chicago. meanwhile,
Online condolences may be made to www.imesmillercom
Mrs. Reeves, 83, Hazel, died Simday. April 20, 2008, at 3:43 said she is planning to buy a
bicycle to use on her 2 I/2-mile
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Hazel Baptist Church. Born Sept. 21,1942. commute to work.
And everyone, it seems, is
she was the daughter of the late Grover and Beatrice Ott Charlton.
more than willing to join in the
Also preceding her in death were three brothers, Estel Charlton.
Homer Charlton and Dads Charlton, and one sister, Rachel Broach. griping.
"It's hell," said legal aide
Survivors include her husband, Charles Wayne Reeves; one
daughter, Freda Summars, Paris, Tenn.; special niece, Gail Tracy, Zebib Yemane, who spent $5 on
gas for her Chevy compact at a
Hazel; three sisters, Kathryn Langston, Murray, Azzilee Kelso and
76 station in downtown Los
husband, James, Dawsonville, Ga., and Betty Cameron and husAngeles just so she could make
band. Ray C., Puryear, Tenn.; three brothers. James Charlton and
wife, Bobbie C., Huntsville, Ala., and Halton Charlton and wife, it to a cheaper gas sl.3000 east of
Lorene C., McKenzie, Tenn.; sister in-law, Jean Charlton, Paducah, the area.
"When going downhill, I
brother-in law, Billy Broach, Puryear, Tenn.; two grandchildren;
used to step on the gas. Now I
five great-grandchildren.
don't," said Yernane, who said
, she normally spends $80 a week
Mrs. Juanita Noland Lee
on fuel and asks people for rides
A graveside service for Mrs. Juanita Holland Lee was today
and takes the bus to save money.
(Tuesday) at 11 a.m, at the Murray City Cemetery. Rev. David
"Bottom line, we can't afford
Brasher officiated.
it no more, man. It's too much,"
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Lee, 85, Melbourne, Ark., formerly of Peggy Ann Drive, Bak ZOUITialle said as he filled
up his yellow cab at a BP station
Murray. died Saturday. April 19, 2008, at 12:35 p.m. in Melbourne.
in midtown New York. The West
A homemaker, she was co-owner and operator of Juanita & Earl
African immigrant said his next
Grocery for 30 years. She was a member of First Baptist Church
car will likely be a hybrid so he
where she was a member of the Dorcas Sunday School Class and
won't have to pay so much at the
the sanctuary choir. She was a longtime former member of Elm
pump.
Grove Baptist Church.
Gasoline prices typically rise
Her husband, Earl Lee, one brother, Prentice Holland, and sisterin-law, Modell Holland, all preceded her in death. Born Sept. 16, in the spring as stations switch
over to pncier summer-grade
1922, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Milburn
fuel and demand picks up as
Holland and Genora Adams Holland.
more travelers take to the road.
Survivors include two sons, Wayne Lee and wife, Janet, Guion,
But this year prices are rising
Ark., and Robert Lee and wife, Anna. Alpharetta, Ga.; one sister,
even faster than normal, experts
Sue Curlin and husband, Jay, Decatur, Ill.; five grandchildren, Jack,
say, because of the massive
Eric, Kent and Ryan Lee, and Sara Lee Sharp; six great-grandchiljump in benchmark crude
dren, April, Kadie, Ashlyn and Sofia Lee, Anna French Sharp and
prices, which spiked to a record
Charles Sharp.
$117.76 a barrel Monday before
settling a record settlement price
Mrs. Suzanne Eisenlohr Hendricks
$11748 on the New York
I tie !amity of Mrs. Suzanne Ei-Alohr Hendricks will schedule a of
Mercantile Exchange, up 79
memorial service at a later date. Chu -hill-Imes Family Funeral
cents from the previous close. It
Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be
made to www.imesmillercom
Mrs. Hendricks, 77. Murray, died Saturday. April 19, 2008, at
11:40 a.m, at her home.
Preceding her in death were one son, Steven Hendricks, and one
brother. Theodore Eisenlohr. Born Aug. 30, 1930, in South Haven,
Mich., she was the daughter of the late Irving and Signe Nelson
Eisenlohr.
Survivors include one daughter, Susan Hendricks, and one
granddaughter, Patricia Signe White and husband, David S., all of
Murray; one brother. Jack Eisenlohr, College Station. Texas.
Sunita Mangla, 51, Murray, died Monday, April 21, 2005. at
1 0:10 p.m at her home. Churchill-Imes Family
Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at
www.imesmiller. corn

...

Oil sets
new record
above $118
per barrel

Government set to release
proposed fuel economy rules
WASHINGTON(AP)--The
government this morning plans
to release a proposal to raise fuel
efficiency standards for new
cars and trucks, putting the
nation's fleet on track to reach
35 miles per gallon by 2020.
Transportation Department
Secretary Mary Peters was making the Earth Day announcement in Washington, responding
to a new energy law pushed by
Congress last year and signed by
President Bush.
Congress sought tougher
standards requiring the nation's
fleet of new vehicles to increase
its efficiency by 10 mpg from its
current average of 25 mpg. or a
40 percent increase. The new
law represented the first major
changes to the auto mileage
rules in three decades.
The proposal will set fuel
economy standards from 2011 to
2015 and is expected to be finalized before the end of the Bush
administration. A Transportation
spokesman declined comment
on the plan.
The fleet of new passenger
cars is currently required to meet
a 27.5 mpg average, while sport
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utility vehicles, pickup trucks
and vans need to hit a target of
22.5 mpg.
Members of Congress and
environmental groups have
pushed for higher standards.
arguing that requiring vehicles
to become more efficient would
help reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and the nation's
dependence upon imported oil.
Democrats have said the fuel
economy requirements will save
motorists $700 to $1,000 a year
in fuel costs and reduce oil
demand by 1.1 million barrels a
day when the more fuel-efficient
vehicles are in wide use on the
road.
A utomakers
opposed
increases to the regulation in
previous years, but supported a
compromise version of the legislation amid rising gasoline
prices and concerns about global warming. The new law is
expected to push the auto industry to build more gas-electric
hybrid cars, trucks and SUVs
running on diesel and advances
such as plug-in hybrids and
electric vehicles.

Oil pnces rose this morning
to a all-time highs above $I 18 a
barrel on concerns over supplies
from some key producers.
Light. sweet crude for May
delivery rose as high as $118.05
a barrel in electronic trading on
the New York Mercantile
Exchange, eclipsing Monday's
all-time high of $117.83.
By midday in Europe, the
contract had risen to $117.77, up
29 cents on Monday's close of
$117.48 a barrel. The May contract expires at the end of trading
Tuesday.
In London. Brent crude
futures added 28 cents to
$114.71 a barrel on the ICE
Futures exchange.A Royal
Dutch Shell PLC joint venture in
Nigeria said Monday it may
have to cut crude deliveries
some 169.000 barrels a day in
April and May because militants
sabotaged a pipeline last week in
the country's south.
The
company.
Shell
Petroleum Development Co.,
declared force maieure on its
April and May oil delivery contracts from its 400,000-barrel-aday Bonny fields, effective April
22. a move that protects it from
litigation if it fails to deliver on
contractual obligations to buyers Militancy and lawlessness
have spread in Nigeria's south,
and attacks on oil infrastructure
have become common,

was the sixth day 111 a row price,.
set new records.
Those soaring prices are putting added strain on refiners and
fulling-station operators, which
are struggling to pass the higher
feedstock costs onto consumers
So even as drivers pay more.
retailers - the most public face
of the oil business - are getting
increasingly squeezed.
"'The farther you get from the
wellhead, the greater the mis
cry," said Tom Kloza of the Oil
Price Information Service in
Wall. N.J. -There's a lot of stations across the country that are
literally on the brink of bankruptcy"
Sanier Kant., the manager of
a Marathon station in Chicago,
said business has fallen at least
30 percent this year because
customers are cutting back on
driving and only using their cars
when absolutely necessary.
"It's just go to your work and
go home" he said of people's
driving habits these days.
adding that customers no longer
stop in for profit-fattening
drinks like they used to. "They
need all their morey for gas," he
said.
"I wish I could make gas
prices cheaper," Katih added.
"But if we do that, we cannot
survive."
Other businesses are getting
pinched as well.
Mitch Goldstone, who owns
a photo-scanning shop in Irvine,
Calif. said he began giving out
gas cards Monday to encourage
people to shop after noticing a
sharp decline in customer traffic
- something he attributed to
soaring gas prices.
AAA figures show California
has higher prices than anywhere
in the country, with regular now
selling for an average of $3.86 a
"It's a mess here," Goldstone
said. "People just are not shopping and everyone's trying to
figure out a way to get people
back in their cars."
Diesel prices are rising even
higher than gasoline, putting
pressure on trucking and other
shipping companies that use the
fuel to transport goods around
thc country. The American
Trucking
Associations on
Monday said it will host a "tuel
strategies wv.kshop" in June to
help fleet operators cope with
soanng prices.

AP
The price board of a Chevron gas station is shown in San
Francisco Monday.
ArA Chief Economist Bob
Costello said fuel has now surpassed labor as the trucking
industry's biggest cost, prompting some companies to install
devices that prevent drivers
from speeding. Companies are

also shelling out for auxiliary
power units and offering bonuses to drivers who cut down oh
idling and operate their trucks
more efficiently.
"Every little but helps," he
said.
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PLEASE JOIN US FOR
A RECEPTION HONORING

CARROLL HUBBARD
KENTUCKY STATE SENATE
BBQ & All The Trimmings
Great Fellowship

Thursday,
April 24, 2008
5:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Senior Citizens
Center
607 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071
Host Committee
RAINEY APPERSON
JOE & GAIL BAUST
ROBERT & STEFANI BILLINGTON
WALTER & CAROLYN BYARS
LARRY & PAM CHERRY
LARRY & JANIE ELKINS
TERRY STRIETER & SARA FINEMAN
STEVE & DEBBIE GROGAN
STEVE & JANIE HOSKINS
JAMES HORNBUCKIE
EARL HUDSPETH
MARTIN JACOBS
EFFIE KEMP
MARY JANE LITTLETON

RANDY & JEANETTA MCCALLON
NELL MCCUISTON
ROY & JOY MOORE
BOB & KAY NANNEY
SUE J. OUTLAND
STEVE & PHYLLIS OWENS
SANDRA PARKS
ROB EDD & DEE DEE PARRISH
DANNY & ANETTA PERRY
JAMES & KATHLEEN PRESCOTT
PAULA & VIRGINIA RANDOLPH
JACK & JANICE ROSE
BOBBY & CLARA STUBBLEFIELD
BURTON & CATHY YOUNG

Paid For By Carroll Hubbard
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Social Security representative
will be at local library Thursday
A Social Security representative will be
at the Calloway Count) Public Library on
Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
He will assist in fling claims.
For more information call toll free at
1-800-772-1213 or the Mayfield offee at
1-270-247-8095.

Class planned Thursday
La Dawn Hale, Calloway County Extension Agent for Family & Consumer Sciences,
will teach a class on "Traveling the Age of
By Jo Burkeen terrorism- on Thursday at 10 a.m. at the
Community
Calloway County Extension Office. For more
Editor
information call 753-1452.

lo's
Datebook

Photo provided
Hostesses for the March meeting of the Garden Departmen
of the Murray Woman's Club were Pat Harrington, left, and
Wilma Wilson.

Chuck Ehrsam

Peggy Nleschlag

Garden Department hears two speakers
Chuck Eihrsam and Peggy Nieschlag
acre the featured speakers at the March
meeting of the Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held at the club
house.
Ehrsam discussed his new businesss,
A Green House, which will come to individual homes to pick up recyclables on

a monthly or weekly basis.
Nieschlag, a department member, told
about how she made and maintains her
raised bed garden.
Hostesses for the meeting were Pat
Harrington and Wilma Wilson who used
the theme, "Nothing Says Spring Like
Ice Cream" and treated each one with a

chocolate or strawvberry sundae.
For the next meeting on May I. the
group will meet at the club house to carpool to Royal's Iris Beds in Kirksey, and
then return to the club house for refreshments and a business meeting.
Hostesses for May will be Susan O'Neill,
Beverly Warren and Jane Cathey.

Gallery reading features
Murray writer Alexander

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
FAIR HOUSING MONTH: Murray Mayor Tom Rushing, center, signed a proclamation Friday declaring the month of April
as Fair Housing Month in the City of Murray. April 11, marked
the 40th anniversary of the passage of the U.S. Fair Housing
Law. Also pictured are Twilla Williams, left, association executive with the Murray-Calloway County Board or Realtors, and
Mary Jane Roberson, president of the Murray-Calloway
County Board or Realtors.

'731:HA

PADUCAH, Ky. — Awardwinning Murray writer Constance Alexander will present
a reading of her work on Friday at Etcetera Coffeehouse
and Student Art Gallery, 320
N. 6th Si. in Paducah. In honor
of April as National Poetry
Month. The Paducah Writers
Group is sponsoring the reading, which starts at 7 p.m.
Alexander is the author of
two chapbooks of poetry.
dreamfish, which was nominated for a prestigious Pushcart Prize, and Letters From
Down Under, both published
by Finishingline Press. On Friday night, she will be reading
Irons those books, as well as
trom Who Needs June Cleaver?,
a collection of essays adapted
from her award-winning Pub-

lic Radio commentaries and
weekly columns for the Murray Ledger & Times.
"I'm so glad that the Etcetera
Coffeehouse is hosting this,"
Alexander said. "Our region
has a vibrant community of
writers, readers and people who
enjoy going to readings so they
can hear the written word in
the writer's own voice. Cafes
and art galleries provide a perfect setting for this kind of
gathering."
A question and answer session will follow the reading.
and Alexander's books will be
available for sale.
The reading is free and open
to the public. For additional
information. call (270) 4437760.

is no charge for players or
cheerleaders.
For information call Christie
Arnold at 436-2132 or e-mail
christopher4 wk.net.

for fund-raising project

Magazine Club will meet
Murray Magazine Club will meet Thursday at 2 p.m
Dumplin's

the driveway on the west side
of the center and place them
in the cotton wagon there anytime day or night: or may be
donated at a Make A Difference Day at Murray State University Stewart stadium parking lot."

Project Graduation will meet
Murray High School Project Graduation will meet Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the school cafeteria. All parents of seniors
are encouraged to attend.

Assistance for veterans will be given
Veterans and their families will be given free counseling
and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits
Wednesday front 9 a.m, to noon at the National Guard Armory
at Murray Ron McClure, regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will give the assistance.
For information and appointments, call 1-877-812-0840 or email ronald.mcclure4 ky.gov

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 6:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Enter from the southside rear door located near the
playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem
of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned tonight

Photo provided
Pictured is Kelondre Couar!rs portraying Martin Luther King Jr.
during a monologue presentation at MMS

dents have been working on
monologues durt.ig drama class
at Murray Middle School.
They have researchci peoplc they wanted to learn more
about and they finished up
with presenting their research
by pretending they were the
character they had researched.
Many students chose famous

as well as people from history
"There was a wide variety of characters chosen so
students learned a lot about
different walks of life" said
Dunn, media center specialist.
Students used props and costumes to portray their character.

The Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo tonight from
6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray.
Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and international chanties. For more information call 293-7061.

Eastwood holding registration
Eastwood Chnstian Academy is currently holding registration for the 2008-09 school term for four and five-year old
kindergarten and grades one through 12. The student body is
a representative not only from Calloway County. but also from
neighbonng counties. Interested persons may call the academy office at 753-7744 to schedule an interview and tour of
the facilities. Office hours are 7:30 a.m. to 330 p.m. The
academy is located at 2191 Ky. 94 East, Murray.

Senior scholarship offered
The Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools is
offering a scholarship to seniors who have at least a 3.0 GPA
and an ACT score of at least 18. Also, at least one parent/guardian
or grandparent must be a member of the Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools. Applications are available in
the guidance office and are due by April 30.
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Murray Singles (SOS) is scheduled to meet tonight at 7 at
the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat
at 489-2909 or Mike at 873-2336.

Membership Special

FEE

Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library as the library. For information call Stephanie
Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Murray Singles will meet

Dunn's class working on
WATCH needs aluminum cans monologues at MMS
Tina Dunn's sixth grade stu- baseball and football players

IA1 ION

TOPS Chapter will meet

TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today at 5 at First
Christian Church fellowship hall. I 1 1 North Fifth St. Weighin will be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Johna at 2279521.

Basketball banquet planned

I Out of County Membership

Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thursday
at 7:30 p.m in the pnvate dining room at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. This is for all parents who have lost a child
or young adult through death. For more information contact
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 1731-498-8324.

TOPS Group will meet

Tony Jackson and Danielle Smith of Cook Store Trail, Murray, are the parents of a daughter. Madison Nicole Jackson,
born on Wednesday. Apnl 16, 2008. at 1:38 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds and measured 20 inches. Tsvo
brothers are Shaun Michael Smith and Dylan Anthony Jackson.
Grandparents are hell Albin and Charles and Sherrie Pntchard,
all of Murray.

1

Compassionate Friends will meet

Calloway County Preschool/Head Start spring registration
for the 2008-09 school year will be Friday from 8 a.m. to 2
p.m. and May 13 from 2:45 to 5:45 p.m. at the Calloway
County Preschool. Registration For information Call 762-7410.

Madison Nicole Jackson

WATCH Center at 702 Main
St.. Murray, needs aluminum
cans for an on-going fund-raising protect.
Peggy Williams. director,
said "These may be taken to
the center during regular hours;
or persons may dnvc throug:'

Billy Lane Lauffer American Legion Post #73 will meet
Thursday at 7 p.m. at the new American Legion Hall at 310
Bee Creek Dr. off of North Fourth Street. The agenda includes
nominations of officers fore the coming year and planning for
Armed Forces Day cookout for veterans and families of 438th.
All veterans are invited. For information call Commander Duane
Brown at 227-6652 or 753-8985.

Spring registration planned

nnouncemen/

The Calloway County High
School boys basketball banquet will be Sunday. Apnl 27,
from 3 to 5 p.m. at Kenlake
State Resort Park with the cost
being $15 per person. There

American Legion Post will meet
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A NEW BOOK: Students in Becky Robertson's kindergarten
class at Southwest Elementary School recently enioyed reading a new book. Pictured above, from left, are: Luke
Schwepkerl; Kinsley Williams; Ben Overby; and Dalton
Nesbitt.
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CHILLIN' OUT!: Students at Murray Middle School have found unique ways to celebrate the week prior to CATS testing.
This will be the fourth grade students' first year to be involved in the testing, so they have participated in various daily
activities including a special "Sunglasses Day." Pictured above,from left, are: Tre Hombuckle; Lou Carter, principal; Tanna
Roberson; Earlena Sheets; Shelby Moss; Steffany Lamb; and Brittany Bristoe.

sday at 2 p.m. at

et

Photo provided

WALKING AT NORTH: Students at North Calloway
Elementary recently celebrated "National Begin Walking Day"
sponsored by the American Heart Association. The students
started their day by taking a 15-minute walk, according to
Jennifer Underhill, assistant for Guidance and Instruction at
the school.
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STUDENT OF THE WEEK: This week's Forever
Communications and Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
"Student of the Week" is Austin Blakely of Murray Middle
School He is the son of Diane Blakely and the late Ben
Blakely. Pictured above, from left. are. Connie Austin.
Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtor: Blakely; Richard Todd, his,
tory and social studies teacher at MMS: and Amy Gannon.
1340 WNBS and 1130 WOFC ESPN radio representative
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BREAK IT UPI: Murray independent School District Assistant Supenntendent Eleanor Mills Spry (center) breaks up a
sumo wrestling match between Murray Middle School Principal Lou Carter (left) and seventh grade science teacher Mike
Epperson Fnday during a special school-wide assembly. The assembly was designed to show the students they could
"knock out" the scores on the upcoming CATS tests. Other segments of the assemby included "Dancing With the
Teachers" and "Fear Factor."

Murray 'All Class Reunion' planned
The Murra) Independent
Schools alumni and friends are
inviting all former classmates to
make plans now to attend the
eighth annual All Class Reunion
and Summertime Salad and
Sandwich Buffet.
The event will be held
Saturday. July 5. from 1(1a.m. to
2 10 pm. at the Murray Middle

School at Eighth and Main
streets.
An alumni program is scheduled for 11:30 a m. in the auditorium with lunch in the new cafetena at 11:45 a.m. Reservations
are required. The meal as being
catered by Murray State
University Food Services.
The classes of 1948 and 1958

are having reunions in conjunction with the All Class Reunion.
Other classes are also encouraged to have reunions or minireunions, it was reported.
The lunch is $9 per person,
and lunch reservations are due
by June 25. Checks should be
made payable to Murray Board
of Education and sent to: Roy

Weatherly, Murray Alumni
Association,
Murray
c/o
Independent School District,
208 South 13th Street, Murray,
KY 42071.
For more information about
the All Class Reunion or alumni
membership visit the school distnct's Web site at: www.murray.k12.kyus.

Photo provided

PREWRITE: Southwest Elementary students Chaney Hill
and Makaela Crawford work hard on a prewnte for award
winning playwright Constance Alexander. Constance
Alexander visited the third grade to help students learn to
write poetry
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The Murray Ledger & Times wants
you to share your photographs of
people in our community at work,
at school and at play.
When you submit photos to, out Sr ene IFF thc Fro., •, Hap. please
Include the event, the dale pbr e. °Tani/anon o grOup JS welt a< the name co es-el
in the photo Onh a certain numbei 01 photos NA appear hec-awe or space
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SURVIVORS: Students at Calloway County's East Elementary School prepare for a "Survivor"
series of activities in preparation for this week's CATS testing. Pictured above, from left, are.
(Back row) Diane Patterson, third grade teacher; Cassity Mitchell; Cody Canter; Clara Arnold;
Bobbi Brashear: and Sandy Tinsley, fourth grade teacher. (Front row) Kaitlyn Gomez; and
Toby Allbritten

Print photos: :slay be chopped off at the Ledge' orb( e
at 1001 Whitnell Ave., of mailed to PO Box 1040,
Mill I aV, kY 42071.
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Guardsmen practice quake
response after Fri. tremor

Photos provided
WHAT'S ALL THE BUZZ
ABOUT?: Calloway County
beekeeper Heather Duffy
removes a swarm of about
4,000 bees that had made a
temporary home around a
Murrayat
small tree
Central
Part
Calloway
Monday morning Apparently
the swami's older queen had
been kicked out of the anginal hive and was seeking to
relocated elsewhere while
the workers swarmed to protect her. Duffy removed the
bees by luring them away to
a waiting container with sugar
water. They were then taken
to the home of one of Duffy's
neighbors in the irvan Cobb
Road area where she said
Ilhey will have lots of
MOW etherprfiVilh 80

By WOODY BAIRD
Associated Press Writer
MILLINGTON, Tenn. (AP)
— Military rescue teams training to respond to a killer earthquake crawled through tons of
broken concrete and twisted
metal Monday to get a feel for
what they'll face if a major ternblor hits the central United
States.
And though the five-day
training exercise for National
Guard troops from four states
had been planned for months, it
took on a fresh urgency following a 5.2 magnitude quake and a
series of aftershocks that rattled
nerves across the region on
Friday and through the weekend.
The temblor, centered in
southeastern Illinois, underscores the fact that earthquakes
are "no-notice events," said Jim
Bassham, director of the
Emergency
Tennessee
Management Agency.
"What we're doing here is to
prepare for no notice because
there'll be no notice," Bassharn
said as his agency joined in the
training exercise centered at the
National Guard armory at
Millington, a small town north
of Memphis.
More than 1,700 National
from
personnel
Guard

Baton Rieke=
227-2626

trying to process as many people:
as they can and move those peo-.
pie to the hospitals that have not
been damaged," McKinley said.
The training exercise focused
largely on medical care, communications and rescue.
A 3,700-ton mound of broken
concrete, twisted rebut, crushed
cars and steel beams was piled
near
the
Memphis
Fire
Department training academy to
simulate a collapsed hospital.
Rescue crews with the
Illinois National Guard, wearing
yellow moon suits because of a
make-believe radiological hazard, pulled pretend victims from
the wreckage arid carried them
to nearby medical tents for:
decontamination and treatment...
The New Madrid fault system runs about 120 miles from
northeastern Arkansas to southern Illinois. It produced a series;
of earthquakes in 1811 and 1812;
with strengths estimated at more:
than 7.0 magnitude. Some 200:
temblors are recorded on the
fault system annually but the
vast majority are too weak even
to be felt.
But scientists say the New.
Madrid is still capable of pro-:
clueing big quakes. Chances for
a magnitude 6.0 or larger quake
are put at 25 percent to 40 percent over 50 years.

AP

A med evacuation team pushes volunteers through during a disaster drill in Memphis, Tenn.,
I Monday as part of an earthquake drill by the Tennessee National Guard for a multi-state emer-:
pricy response exercise.

‘‘'‘ikAk.mtirraykyrealestate.co111

'Alley
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Tennessee, Illinois, Kentucky
and Missouri were taking part in
the exercise that began Saturday.
The training scenario assumed
that a huge earthquake --- 7.6
magnitude — had hit at
Memphis, which is about 50
miles from the New Madrid
Fault, a senes of cracks in the
earth's surface believed capable
of producing major temblors.
The Illinois quake, centered
in a largely rural area, caused little damage, though it reportedly
could be felt from Nebraska to
Atlanta.
-The little rumble we had the
other day — with an actual
earthquake — I think set the
tone for the exercise that were
all here to do today," said Lt.
Gen. Craig McKinley, director
of the Air National Guard,
Arlington, Va.
For the exercise, the Air
Guard flew in a small emergency field hospital packed up
in modular units for rapid
deployment and reassembly.
hospitals,
called
Such
Expeditionary Medical Support
or evf.IDS,can be staffed by the
Guard or with medical personnel from the local area whose
regular hospitals may be unusable.
"What they're doing in an
area that's hardest hit is triage,

vo•
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RACER HOOPS

McClain signs to play basketball for Murray State
FuLTON CO.
PRODUCT WILL
HAVE THREE
YEARS OF
ELIGIBILITY

By MSU Sports Information
Murray State head basketball coach
Billy Kennedy announced the signing
of 6-6 forward Jeffrey McClain from
Three Rivers Community College in
Poplar Bluff, Mo.. Monday
McClain joins the Racer program
after playing one season at TRCC and
will have three seasons to compete
with Murray State.

"We are very fortunate to get him
for three years," Kennedy said. "We
are excited about Jeff, he's a player
we coveted all year."
"This is the best move for me and
my family," McClain said. "My family can come and see me play and I
have some other family who are MSU
grads, so that had a hand in my decision too.

MURRAY HIGH ROUNDUP

"I'm very comfortable with Coach
Kennedy and the assistant coaches."
McClain added. "They let me know
how I fit into the team, and the team
members welcomed me when I visited MSU and let me know how much
they wanted me to join them."
Kennedy and the Racers are looking for McClain to provide needed
rebounding, which he did for TRCC

with 8.7 boards per game. He led the
Raiders with 325 rebounds and had
122 more than the second place total.
"I saw him get 18 rebounds in the
regional final." Kennedy said. "His
toughness and understanding of the ;
game will allow him to be an immediate impact."
McClain's numbers at Three Rivers
•
IN See PileCLAIN, 28
•

OVC MEN'S GOLF TOURNAMENT

Hanging Tough
1

RACERS STILL
SIT IN SECOND
DESPITE
DOMINANCE BY
EKU
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
PADUCAH, Ky. — Eddie
Hunt will take the good with
the bad.
The bad being that his team
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger ft This.
Murray shortstop Amanda Winchester steps on first base didn't make up any ground
they lost ground on first round
as she tries to beat out the Hickman County throw. Winleader Eastern Kentucky.
chester was called out on the play, but the Lady Tigers
The good — his Racers are
used a two-run first inning to pull out a 2-0 victory Mon- still in second place after two
d(iy evening.
days at the Ohio Valley Conference Golf Tournament at the
Country Club of Paducah.
Eastern Kentucky University extended its lead by nine
strokes on Day Two and now
has a 26-stroke lead (580) over
the field heading into today's
final round.
both time the pitching 1'41
Individually, senior Ryan
defenses shut rigwn the oiler, Brat had a launder. routed of
tunity. The fourth inning saw 71 on Monday and is now tied
Hickman's lead-off batter fly out for first place with teammate
to left field. 'The next batter Jesse Massie, the Individual
drew a walk, but got caught leader after round one.
in a double play by the Lady
After shooting a team score
Tiger defense to end the inning. of 305 on Day One.
Staff Report
Murray
Hickman 16-7) made anoth- State rebounded a bit to fire
The Mun-ay Lady Tigers softball team took advantage of CI threat in the sixth, getting a 301 for a total of 606.
the springtime weather, and the bases loaded with two outs.
The Racers were led on Monshone almost as brightly as the Murray's pitcher Chelcie Win- day by University of Louisville
afternoon sun in a 2-0 shutout chester calmly recorded her transfer and Marshall County
victory over visiting Hickman fourth strikeout of the evening High School graduate Nick
to end the rally. Winchester Newcomb,
County.
The mid-seventy degree tem- picked up the pitching win for
The sophomore fired a 1perature had the Lady Tiger the Lady Tigers, allowing no under-pat 71 and now sits in
defense sizzling in the first runs, giving up seven hits, a two-way tie in fourth place
inning, allowing only one Lady striking out six and walking after a 75-71=146. He's joined
Fhlcon batter to reach base. only two. Murray made the most in that tie with Austin Peay's
Tie Lady Tigers (6-Ill also of their opportunities, scoring Grant Leaver, who's 3-undercame out on fire on offense. their two runs on six hits, and par 69 was the day's lowest
as Emily Benson led off with getting three stolen bases. Ben- WM.
a base hit. Sarah Crouch fol- son and Crouch led the offense,
Despite being 2-over for the
lowed with a hit, and Benson each going 2-for-3 for the day, tournament, Newcomb is just
would steal third on the next with Dieleman and Shoulberg two shots off the leader, which
pitch. Leah Dieleman then sent getting an RBI each. Hickman is Britt and Massie from EKU.
Benson home with another sin- County's Elizabeth Hobbs took
Eastern Kentucky's 26-stroke
gle. Murray's third of the inning. the pitching loss for the Lady lead is putting the team in record
Melissa Shoulberg then laid Falcons, striking out four and company in this, the 60th OVC
down a sacrifice bunt to score walking none.
Championship.
MHS hosts cross-town nval
Crouch from third.
In the 73 years the event
The third inning saw both Calloway County in a Fourth has been 54 holes long, the
teams threaten to score, but District contest this afternoon largest margin of victory has
at 5 p.m.
been 47 strokes (by Austin
MICHAEL DANN / Udger & Times
Peay in 1988), followed by Nick Newcomb reacts to missing this par putt on the par-3 No. 12 Tuesday
at the
East Tennessee State's 33-stroke Country Ciub of Paducah in the second round
of the Ohio Valley Conference Men's
victory in 1976. The event has Golf Tournament Newcomb
went on to par the hole and finish with a 1 -under-par 71
for the day.
111 See OVC,28

Lady Tigers shine in
shutout of Hickman

MOS PLAYS
CROSS-TOWN
RIVAL CALLOWAY
TODAY AT 5 P.M.

Tigers' miscues prove
costly in loss to MCHS

5 ERRORS PAVE WAY FOR MARSHALS
TO PICK UP 4TH DISTRICT WIN
Staff Report
Murray's first foray into district play wasn't kind to the
Tigers Monday night, as they
suffered an 11-1 blowout at
the hands of Marshall County
in Draffenville
The loss extended the Tigers'
woes, which began over the
weekend in two losses at the
Jackson Purchase ACA Woodbat Classic.
A six-run fourth inning that
included a three-run home run
broke the game open for the
Marshals (12- I ). giving them
an abrupt 7-0 lead in a game
that had been a nailbiter for
the first three innings.
The Marshals went on to
score four more in the bottom
of the fifth, ending the game
after five innings.
Marshall belted out 10 hits
while the Tigers (13-6) man-

aged just two and committed
five errors on the evening in
a loss Murray will get a chance
to avenge when the Marshals
make the return trip tonight.
The two teams battled
through scoreless first and second innings before Marshall
broke the stalemate in the third
on a double and a run scored
on a Tiger throwing error.
Marshall stretched its lead
in the fourth, and Murray wasn't able to get a hat until the
top of the fifth. Shawn McClure
started the inning by doubling
and advanced to third on a
Tyler
Holzschuh
single,
McClure then scored on a
throwing error to account for
the Tigers' only run. Holzschuh
reached third but couldn't score.
A two-run shot in the bottom of the fifth put Marshall
Mi See MHS. 28

PREP HOOPS

Adams named to AP All-State Team
LAKER SENIOR FORWARD MAKES HONORABLE MENTION SQUAD
By TOMMY DILLARD
mate Kayla Cunningham earned Honor..
Sports Writer
ableMention in 2006-07
Rachel Adams can add another piece
For Adams, her high school career has
of hardware to her collection.
seen steads improvement from year to
In addition to being named to the All- year, something Calloway head coach
Purchase first team by the Scott Sivills says impresses him most
Paducah Sun, Adams net- about his star post player.
ted Honorable Mention on
"If you look at her statistics from her
the 2008 Kentucky high freshman year to her senior year, how
school girls' All-State bas- much they jump and how much they've
ketball team, the Associat- increased, it's unbelievable.- he said. "You
ed Press announced Mon- Just see a vast improvement in a player
I
L day,.
— one of the biggest improvements I've
Adorns
The Calloway County ever had in my coaching career."
center enjoyed a breakthrough senior seaAccording to Sivills, Adams' greatest
son, leading the Lady Lakers in both asset — and the quality that enables her
points per game (16.0) and rebounds per constant improvement — is her attitude.
game (8.1) and catapulting her team into
"She played the game with passion,
the First Region final.
played the game with energy.- he said.
Adams becomes the second Lady Lakei "One of the biggest things was her attiin as many years to garner mention among tude, on and off the floor. She just had
the state's best in the AP voting — team- the attitude that she was going to play

III

her best all year long. I think by doing
that, she really enjoyed this season out
of all the four years."
Having two players honored on a
statewide level in as many years is an
honor for his program. Sivills said. Adams
and Cunningham are two of a very small
group of Lady Lakers to ever receive
the honor.
"It speaks to our feeder program.- Sivills
said. "When we weren't having success
at the high school ranks like we wanted it, we were having a lot of success
down at middle school, developing kids
and developing players. Now we're beginning to see the results of our hard labor
and the kids' hard work."
Adams might best he remembered
among First Region basketball fans for
her epic battles with Marshall County
forward Jessica Holder. The two battled
Se's ADAMS,2B
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Tigers take split
with Tilghman

1

Staff Report
Murray High gained a split in Tuesday tennis action against Paducah Tilghman on the courts
at MHS. The Lady Tigers scored a 6-3 victo. ry, while the Tiger boys fell 6-3.
On the girls side. Murray won four out ol
six singles matches and two out of three dou•bles matches. One singles match was cut short
due to darkness.
On the boys side, the Tigers dropped four
out of six singles matches and lost two out
,of three in doubles play. One singles match
was won in a tiebreaker.
. In girls play, Addie Griffo beat Janie Harris 8-5. Brooke Salley beat Stephanie Durbin
" 8-0, Cassidy Copeland beat Mckenna Gameau
8-2, Haley Haverstock beat Sarah Harris 8-5,
Claire Pitman lost to Victoria Potter 8-6 and
Courtney Perry lost to Grace Cappock 6-2.
In doubles, Salley and Pitman lost to Durbin
and Gillespie 8-1, Griffo and Haverstock beat
,Garneau and Harris 8-6 and Perry and Copeland
beat Cappock and Potter 8-2.
On the boys side, Aaron Polivick lost to
Alek Rowton 8-5, Sudan Loganathan lost to
Elliot Schiff 8-6, Dillon Ward lost to Zach
Pitman 8-3, Colin Capps beat John Proctor 98 (7-5), Beau Mason lost to Avery Allen 8-5
TOMMY D(LLARD / Ledger & Times
and Brett Gibson beat Justin Stubblefield 8-2. Murray doubles partners Haley Haverstock (left) and Addle Griffo
In doubles, Ward and Loganathan lost to
congratulate each other after winning their match 8-6 in Monday
Rowton and Pitman 8-3, Polivick and Gibson
afternoon's tennis match against Paducah Tilghman. The Lady Tigers
beat Schiff and Proctor 8-4 and Capps and
Richardson lost to Allen and Stubblefield 8-3. won 6-3, while the Tiger boys fell 6-3

Lakers earn split with Lone Oak
Staff Report
Calloway County took a split away
from its Monday afternoon matches at
Lone Oak, with the boys winning 7-2
and the girls falling 5-4.
On the boys side, the Lifters took
four out of six singles matches and
swept the doubles matches to claim victory. One of Calloway's singles losses
came in a tiebreaker.
On the girls side, Calloway struggled in singles play, dropping four out
of six, but made up for it in doubles
play, winning two out of three.
In boys play, Will Blackford beat

Preston O'Donnelly 8-2, Chris Conner kler beat Madeline Hollowell 8-4, Clara
beat Grant Hammons 8-4, Matt Franklin lost to Ashton Farmer 8-2,
McReynolds fell to Jake Cowles 8-1, Sarah Taylor lost to Breanna Adams 8Seth Fortenbery lost to Jantzeen Brick- 3, Teela Etheridge beat Madeline Kaufeen 9-8 17-3), Logan Wallace beat Nick man 8-1 and Hannalore Clause lost to
Eggemeyer 8-4 and Jake Darnell beat Elizabeth Skinner 8-2.
Bailey Orr 8-2.
In doubles, Winkler and Lauren HarIn doubles action, McReynolds and lan lost to Hollowell and Farmer 8-3,
Blackford beat O'Donnelly and Egge- Etheridge and Sarah Taylor beat McKarmeyer 8-0, Conner and Darnell beat ney and Adams 9-8 (7-3) and Franklin
Hammons and Cowles 8-2 and Forten- and Carrie Crouse beat Kaufman and
bery and Wallace beat Bnckeen and Orr Skinner 8-4.
8-1.
The Laker squads hit the courts again
On the girls side, Tncia Taylor fell this afternoon when they host Marshall
to Michelle McKinney 8-3, Amy Win- County at 4 p.m.

•Adams
From Pe9e 18
each other in both the Fourth
District Championship and the
First Region title game this
season.
Holder was also named Honorable Mention and fellow First
Region standout Brittany Young
was named to the First Team
Player of the Year went to 6foo-1 guard Monique Reid of
Louisville Fern Creek.
More than her oncoun
. prowess, Sivills said Adams
will be remembered at Calloway for her bright, friendly
personality.
. ."She's the kind of kid that
:you want to be around every
'day,- he said. "You see her
the hallway, sec her coming into school. Our janitor
mentioned a couple weeks ago
that Rachel was one of his
lavonte players because of the
attitude she brings to school and
the way she played during the
year.'"

2038 AP Kkerucio mat
wax ems' Ati-STAII SIAN
PLAYER OF THE YEAR
A4onique Rein Lou Fern Creek 6'1
13
FIRST TEAM
Tia Gibers. Lou Butler 69 G
Natal. Nervosa' Ls Catholic 5,11
Ashley Raney Warren East 6-2 F
Monique %Id Lou Fern Crew. 6.1
Brittany Young, Grows Co.. 6-6. G
SECOND TEAM
DeSame Chambers Mown Co 5-9.
Kelleshia Coot' Frank50-Sins...0n 5'
8.
Janes Howard. Owensboro 6-2 F
C.wsMrciafw Lou Fairdale 5-8. G
Brittany Wilson Lou DuPont Manual.
5-11 F
HONORABLE MENTION
Rachel Adam& Callosity Co.;
Samantha Drake Nelson Co .
Jessie. Holder, Marsha Co.. AN.
Jones Ekzabeilffown Kayla Lows,
Pike Co. Centred: Anna Marton. Lax
Christian. Ade Mathias Lou Iroquois
Chimes Pressley. Les Paul Dunbar
Maggie Privet. Montgomery Co
Ebony Rowe. Lex Paul Dunbar
Given Ruoker. Lax Henry Clay
COACH OF THE YEAR
Michael Sowers lei Paul Chinbai

limes
sand trap on No. 11 MonPaducah. Carrico turned in
him in a three-way tie for
of the OVC Tournament is

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger &

Cameron Carrico hits from a
day at the Country Club of
a 3-over-par 75, which has
eighth place. The final round
today
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• Hearing Tests
• Hearing Aids
• Service
• Batteries
Michael Stone EIC•HIS

We offer the world's most
advanced digital hearing aids.

.
«
save up to '30 OFF
manufacturer retarl price'

Call Today 270-753-8055
Toll Frito 1-800-949-5728

(41 STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th St
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PREP TENNIS ROUNDUP

I wasn't disappointed in much
From Page 18
been close in recent years, with he did yesterday.
-This is good for Nick. He
the average margin of victory
being 6.3 strokes over the past really wanted to do well an
10 years: only three Champi- the tournament and he's done
onships in the last 10 years that and hung in there."
Jared Wolfe is in 20th place
have been decided by more
after a 78, while Jerry Price
than six strokes.
After Murray State. Austin dropped to 23rd position after
Peay is currently in third place an 82. Mitchell Moore's 77
(613). followed by Tennessee improved his standing to 33rd
Tech (619). Samford (620). place.
Jacksonville State, last year's
Eastern Illinois (623) and Tennessee Martin (627) sits in sev- champions, continued to struggle. shooting a combined score
enth place.
The final three are Jack- of 316 on Monday. Mark
sonville State (631). Tennessee Whisenant and Julian Colmenares are tied for 13th place
State (642), Morehead (662).
Individually for Murray overall at 154 (+10).
NOTES:The highlight of the
State. following Newcombs
round of 71, Cameron Carrico day came from freshman Drew
is currently tied for eighth after Bobo who aced the 12th hole.
The hole-in-one helped him to
A second round score of 75
(+3), shaving two strokes off a second round score of 80
(+8), three strokes better than
his first round total.
For Hunt, Newcomb's good Sunday's round. He is in 37th
showing is giving his sopho- place overall... UT Martin junmore some newfound confi- ior Cole Floyd continued his
dence that hopefully will carry solid play, shooting a round
of 76 (+4) on Monday; he is
over for rounds to come.
"Nick played really well and now- seventh overall (151. +7)...
his score is only the fifth that Eastern Illinois' Mike Imburwas under par in two days," gia improved by eight strokes
Hunt said. "So I thought he from yesterday to leapfrog into
played very well. His only dis- eighth place overall. He fired
appointment was the last hole an even-par round of 72 on
that he bogeyed and that was Monday and is eight strokes
playing as his birdie hole. But off the lead.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
American League Standing.
All Tints CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
14
7 667
Boston
11
8 579
Baltimore
2
New York
10 10 500 31'2
10 10 500 31/2
Toronto
5
Tampa Bay
8 11 421
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
11
7 811
-Chicago
Kansas City
9 10 474 2 1/2
Minnesota
9 10 474 2 1/2
Cleveland
7 12 308 4 1r2
7 13 350
DetrOd
5
West Division
LPct GB
W
Los Angeles
12 8 803
Oakland
12 8 1300
10 10 500
2
Seattle
7 13 350
5
Terms

Tuesday's Games
Texas (Padilla 2-1) at Detroit (Verlander
0-3), 606 p m
LA Angels )Jr Weaver 1'3) al Boston
(Beckett 2'11, 605 p.m
Toronto(Lase, 2-0) at Tampa Bay
(Shields 1'1), 13 10 p rn
Cleveland (Sabath,. 0-3) at Kansas City
(Mech. 1-2), 7 10 p m
NY Yankee. Mang 3-0).i Chicago
Miffs Sox (Consents 1'1), 711 pm
Minnesota (Hernandez 3-0) at Oar/and
(Blanton 1'3), 906 pm.
Baltimore (Guthrie 01)at Seattle
(F Hernandez 2-0), 0.10 pm

National 1.61195.. Standing.
All Times EDT
East Division
W
L Pet GB
12 7 832
Florida
10 8 558 1 12
New `rod,
10 9526
Atlanta
2
10 10 500 2 1/2
Philadelpine
Washingt.O,
5 15 250 71/2
Central Division
W
L Pet 0I3
13 6664
Chicago
—
13 7 850 1/2
St Louis
II
8.579
Milwaukee
2
8 12 400 5 1/2
Coonnati
8 12 400 51/2
Houston
7 12 368
Pittsburgh
8
West Division
W
L Pei GB
14
5 737
-Anzona
9 10 474
5
Colorado
9 11 450 5 1/2
San Diego
8 11 421
8
Los Angeles
8 12 400 8 1/2
San Francisco

Tuesdays Gaines
St Louis (Lolls* 2-0) at Milwaukee
)Parma 1-1). 12 05 pm
N V Mete (Figueroa 1-0) at Chicago
Cubs (Lilly 0-3). I 20 p m
Florida (Nolasco 1,1) Cl Pitsisurgh
(Maholm 0-2), 605 p m
Washington (Lanolin 0-2) at Atlanta
(Smoltz 3-0). 10 p m
L A Dodgers(Kuo 00)at Cincamati
(Volquez 2-0). 6 10 p.m
San Diego(Psayy 3-0) at Houston
(Bata 1.2). 705 p m
Philadeiphia (Myers 2-1) at Colorado
(Francis 0-2), 735 pm
San Francisco (Zito 0-4) at Anzona
(Webb 4-0), 840 pm

Rotary Tourney beats the weather
for great weekend action
Staff Report
The 7th Annual USSSA Murray Rotary Invitational baseball tournament overcame local
Friday rain and storms and
completed all 79 games in a
compacted two-day affair that
saw the last pitch cross the
plate at 6.40 on Sunday night.
The entire spring travel ball
season around this region has
been cold and rainy and many
events have been rained out.
This weekend appeared headed in the same direction Friday afternoon before Sunday
provided a near perfect day
for championship play for the
players ages 8 through 14.
Several local teams were successful in preliminary pool play,
but none of the six locals
advanced past the semi-final
round in the Rotary tournament.
The 12-under Team Blaze
club made perhaps the strongest
showing from the six local
teams playing in the tournament.
Team Blaze fell 5-4 in the
semis in a seesaw, extra inning
contest to the eventual champion Anna-Jonesboro Bombers.
The Bombers went on to top
the Louisville Owls 4-2 in the
championship. Team Blaze won
its pool with a preliminary
record of 2-1.
The Murray Bucs won their
pool in the 9-under division with
a 2-1 mark and also represented the home folks well before
they were knocked out 5-4 in
the semi-finals by the Bootheel
(Mo.) Blaze. The Blaze topped
the West Ky. Outlaws 16-15
in a wild championship game.
In I1-under play, the Murray Blies also won their pool

with a 2-1 mark but were ousted by the Ky. Lake Legends
7-0 in the semis. The Paducah Storm took home the divisional championship with a 80 win over the Legends.
The 8-under machine pitch
division also went to the
Bootheel Blaze 17-5 over the
West Ky. Outlaws. The Murray Stingers debuted in the
division and posted and went
I -I -1 in pool play before falling
10-2 to the Outlaws in the semis.
The Murray Diamond Dawgs
made their first local appearance ot the season in the 0under division and played well
but went 0-3 against tough
competition. The championship
went to the Sikeston Diamond
Dawgs 7-4 over the West Ky.
Warriors.
The Murray Jaguars wen(
1-2 in pool play and their fate
turned on a tough 4-2 loss to
the eventual champion West
Ky. Outlaws in the last game
of pool play on Sunday morning. The emotional loss seemed
to have a carryover impact to
the semis where the Jaguars
were eliminated 9-2 by the
Marion (III.) Diamond Cats The
Outlaws topped the Cats 3-0
for the title.
No local teams competed in
the 14-under division, which
went to Bombers Baseball from
Lexington, Tenn. with a 9-5
win over the Souther III. Jr
Bullets.
The next local travel team
tournament is slated for June
6-8 when the 10th Annual
USSSA West Ky. Invitational
comes to town. The tournament usually attracts 40-plus
teams to the local diamonds.

•MHS
From Page 1B
ahead 9-I and later an the
a Tiger fielding error gave the
Marshals two more runs.
McClure and Holzschuh
accounted for the only Murray offense, each going 1 -forBradley Cobb tossed the first

four innings for the Tigers,
giving up seven runs on six
hits and walking three. Brock
Downey came on in relief in
the fifth and gave up four runs
on four hits.
The second game of the
series begins at 5 p.m tonight
at Ty Holland Field.

•McClain
From Page 1B
included an impressive .546
clip in field goal percentage,
and he averaged 12.0 points
per game. McClain was also
a good free throw shooter hitting just a tick below 80 percent, and he led TRCC with
53 steals.
McClain was a cornerstone
of a Three Rivers team that
finished 30-8 and advanced to
the National Junior College
Tournament semi finals. He
played well in the national
tournament. sconng 13 points
per game and grabbing seven
rebounds per game.
Before playing at TRCC,
McClain had an outstanding
career at Fulton County High
School an Hickman, Ky., where
he was a three-time Paducah

Sun All-Purchase selection.
McClain's uncle Jerome
Warren played football at Murray State in the mid 1990's.

TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED BY

Terry Buller

601 Mn,,, 5, • 753 5842

TV, radio
TODAY
NBA BASKETBALi
6 p.m
TNT -- Playoffs first round game 2
Dates at New Orleans
6:30 p.m.
TNT - Playoffs first round genre?
Phoenix at San Antonio
NHL HOCKEY
6,30 pm.
VERSUS • Playoffs. conlerenort quarterfinals teams TBA
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BINGO
Murray High

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers Its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Tirres. nor
• any of its employees
accept any responsibilty whatsoever for their
activities
Lost and Found
FOUND: Small, brown
. female dog. Possibly
Shiba Inu or mix.
753-1164.

ARE computers you
passion? Put your fat
ents to work in an entry
level position and
enjoy the opportunity
to grow with us. We
need someone full time
who can do web
design. help talk people through software
installs and learn new
programs
quickly.
Please call Lorraine at
(270)436-2793 from
9:00-5:00.
Diesel
Tech/Mechanic
for High
Paying position
Great Benefits &
Retirement.
Looking
for a Career Not
lust a Job
Perm call
NATIONAL
877-330-1188
DIGITAL Printer
Operator needed for
, local direct mail
company. Full-time
position with benefits
Day shift Monday
through Friday wrth
occasionai overtime
and weekends. Lifting
and
computer experience
required Send resume
or apply in person at
Automated Direct Mail.
1410 North 12011 St.,
Suite G. Murray, KY
42071
DO you love working
with kids?
" Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
pad time positions
available
APO/ at
Wee Care
109 S 1515 St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
EXPERINCED rooters
needed. Call
753-0356 or 293-0364.
FULL time bookkeepexperience
er,
computer
required.
required.
knowledge
,
Apply in person Welch
Concrete Products. US
HWY 641 North. Almo.
..;• KY.
FULL-TIME Customer
Support
Representatives needed CSRa provide
phone support for
PcnverClaim line of
solutions 1 year college required
Health/life/dental
insurance. 18 paid
days off/year, retirement Email resumes
to c.andicedpowerclaim corn

fake the reign on a million dollar operation
as part of our management team. You'll get
the support and training you need to succeed,
plus the rewards your hard work deserves.
We are currently looking for Crew Members
and Assistant Managers in the Murray, KY
area to join ow team. Qualified candidates
will have at least one year of management
experience in the quick-service restaurant
environment.

to Suy

We offer an attractive compensation and benefits package including health and dental insurance, paid life insurance, 401(k), tuition reimbursement, bonuses and opportunity for
advancement.

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004

Qualified candidates please email your
MS1111143 to:
rohertspaulding53V yahoo.com or
call Bobby at 270-210-8016.

BUYING old US Coln
collections. Paying
Blue Book value.
2934999

EEO Employer

CASH paid tor
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

The Butcher Block
Now hinng help for a fnendly and relaxed otrnos
phere where we wrf be serving quality meat and
food with excellent guest service. We must con
sider you to De genuinely friendly, trustworthy and
committed to the best interest of our guests and
team members. Hiring cashiers and deli help thot
can be ors tirne and willing to go the extra mile
FT/PT positions available to the right individuals
Come be a port of the Butcher Black where we
will Meat
Email resume to
its•butcherbloc kohnurrayillpinoll.com or
moll to 1111 Resumes PO lox 1022
Murray. KY 42071

I CO
Ma SWAM
now
hiring
KFC
cashiers & cooks. Must
be available for all
shifts. Apply in person
205N. 12th St
LOCAL smaN business
seeking administrative
assistant. Part time
position
summer
becoming lull time
position in the fall.
Trai isportatior. basic
computer and office
skills a must. Payroll
and bookeeoina experience a plus. Mail
resume to P0 Box
965 Murray KY 42071
MURRAY real estate
licensing class Four
weekends, June
(270)223-0789
deloiseaciarns°yahoo
corn

NIGHT tome Bartenders, full or part
time For appt cal;
(731)782-3775
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
DrIvis4n, 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
NURSING Assistant
for doctor's office. Take
vital signs and prepare
patient tor doctor Full
time. Send resume to
PO box 1040 N.
Murray, KY 42071
OTR dnvers needed
Competitive
wages
and benefits. Home
every 2 weeks Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience
Clean
MVP.(600)468-6087
PRIVATE sitter for
infant.
References
required. Please call
873-7385.
SERVALL Terraria &
Pest Control is seeking applications for termite technician.
Qualifications include
valid DL. pass drug
screen, must be able
to lift 50lbs., and crawl
under houses. Apply in
person Mon-Fri,
8:00-5:00
RETAIL sales, warehouse work. lifting &
delivery. customer relations, full time position
Please call for appt
(270)759-4979

-

\ I I:

SCRAP
CARS
I 1

Articles
For Mb
I

RESIDENT
ASSISTANT
Must provide direct
supervision and assistance to residents of a
group home for the
Other
mentally
ill
responsibilities include
providing monitoring
and maintaining facility.
Behavioral
Health
initiatives is now hiring
at our Puryear facility
Appficants must possess the ability to
relate well wan residents and staff.
High school diploma or
equivalent and valid
Driver's License is
required
BHI :s an Equal
Opportunity Employer
Please send resume
to:
Behavioral Hearth
Initiatives
38C Sandstone Circle
Jackson, TN 38305
SECRETARY/BOOKK
EEPER, construction
and or trucking industry and plus. Send
resume to: P.O Box
816. Murray
SONIC of Murray Is
looking for experienced
Restaurant
Manager. Pay rate
and
benefits will
depend on experience. Please send
f41413111111
to:
Restaurant Manager,
137 Gibbs Sloe* Rd,
Murray, KY 42071
WORiC from home'
Incorporated 500 company No sales not
mlm (270)804-5648

For Rat

\\\ \ Hi II'

Ins Equipment
JD 600 Hibays $3,500
JD 6000 hiv:ycies
$7,500. Tobacco
sticks. .15 each
(5021550-4000

UPRIGHT piano, good
condition
$900.00
(270)210-2050

[ELF-kb]
LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Mus
Got
Unbelievable Deals.
Only a left
Save
Thousands. Cali now
731-584-9429
16x80 2 BR, 2 BA.
$2,950 down, $435
per mo 55 Jessica Ln
Bonnie Byer-1y,
Principal Broker
752-0729

1 Lazy Boy, taupe
recliner, 1 Berkline,
burgundy recliner. 1 3
cushion Lane sofa, all
condition.
excellent
Call 753-4575 or
753-5443 after 6pm.

1983 Fairmont 14x70,
3-BR 7.5-BA, LR pull
out. Ffiviera Ct 51,
Must
be
moved.
$6,000-0B0
753-0250, 703-5804.

93 16x80 FleetwoocTReflections. 38R, 28A
78 Motorhome, Piano.
227-0379

1989 14x70 furnished.
front & back porch.
C/H/A. $6,500. after
5:00.(270)436-5701

BOWFLEX uffimate 2
$1,000- 293-5662

Fleetwood
1996
1600, 3BR, 2BA.
condition.
Excellent
(270)489-2525.

KOI fish and small
aquarium 753-0089
GOLF cart, Yamaha
48V, top, windshield.
seat covers, absolutely
like new $3 500
435-4714
_
GUEINEA eggs. and
Keats (baby
Gueinea's) 437-4823
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Protection
also
LG. Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901
KR- Keith's Lawn and
Tractor Parts
and
Service 759-9831

REPO 2005 Double
Wide S BR horns on 1
acre located in Pans,
TN Call 731-584-9429
Ion More details
SPECIAL.
SPRING
Purchase
a
new
Clayton Home in the
month of April and
receive
140 PAYMENTS FOR FOUR
MONTHS!, Call for
detail at 731 584-9429
PRICED TO SELL.
2001 Clayton16x80
3br 2ba, & land.
New - 2 car carport
12x 16 storage building
Landscaped frt &
rear porch. too much
to list
North of Murray
After 6PM 270-7599362

Hones Far Reel
LARGE
SELECTION
WAD APR( IAN( S
WARD ELKIN%

Nice 2 BP trader, no
pets 753-9866
Small 2BR. $225
753-6012

(270) 7531713
1117
-1irflent
CLEANING houses. 20
years experience. 270
759-9553
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
clean
WILL
houses/offices Please
call (270)293-5806

WE HAVE
MOVED
WARD ELKINS
605 E
S. 12TH ST.
ii/())/ 5, 3 1713

kinesainp

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.36E4

King brass bed with
black
contemporary
set (270)753-2135

4-x11' grain auger, with
out m)tor, $50.
748-6477.

TANGLEWOOD APARTMENTS
1740 Lowes Unve Murray. KY 42071

Immediately Available:
2 Bedroom - $434
3 Bedroom $495
3 Bedroom - based on income
Section 8 vouchers accepted Cr
MUIR
on all apartments.
• Free Cable • Washer. Dryer. Range, Dishwasher. &
Refrigerator Provided • All EleCIFIC • Carpet & Ceramic
Tile • Central Heat & Am • Patio/Perk
Some mirk-than apply
Call Joy for details, 270-762-1044 or
7 804-150.'Ye :1 o,,s:

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

1 & 2 Mt apts No
pets Leave a mes
sage 270-753-1970
1 Bedroom apartment.
clean and nice, all
appliances, including
W/D.
No
Pets.
(270)436-2524 or
293-6906
152 BR apts, 1-year
lease: 1BR $350.00,
26R $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts.
753-7559
2 BR apt., extra nice.
$540. 1403A
Valieysvood. Available
May 101 753-3018

JIM RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Caron of 121 • amil,..11.
1111X10914 les15
izlei 434-2524
Ire; 2113-611116

Yorkie male pups.
9200 Papillon female
pups, 6350. 748-5575.
REGISTERED
Miniature Schnauzer
pups. 3 Black, 2
salt&pepper, 3-males,
2-females. Ready
4/30, Vet cher:ked,
shots, worrneo, tails
docked. 293-1482
UKC blue fawn pit bull,
8 weeks, $400.
(270)217-4493
DOG Obedience.
436-2858.

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

I
_J

&Nor Lan

150c Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

I111.1
,`1111
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Booster Club
At Knights of Columbus,
Squire Rd
6PM on the
1st Sal of the month
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Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
64
.
For Rey]
2-BR duplex aped
ment, Ca-t/A. W/D, fur
marled and lawn mamt
No pets 1 yr lease
$450/morr$350deposit
Call
304B S 6th
(615)907-4955.
2
BR
duplex.
washer/dryer, C/H/A
1 2, 3 OR apartments.
753-0606
753-1252
761-3694
2 BR, 1 BA newly decorated, $435/month
$435securrty, one
year lease, no pets
1270)227-4037
(270)761-4881
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
2BR duplex, 2BA,
garage. No pets. 7537457 or 227-3054.
26R duplex. nice.
CA-VA, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coteman HE
753-9898
2BRA 3BR apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
DUPL EXS for rent, all
appliances Included.
Call 767-9048.
SMALL 1BR, non----smoking apt. upstairs,
water paid, available
now, no pets
$260/mo. 753-5980
Four Rivers Fuller
Apartments is now
accepting applications
for HUD subsidized
housing in Mayfield.
KY Applicants must be
able to five independently and have either a
mental illness. mental
retardation or physical
disability. Rent wit be
determined
based
upon the income of Me
applicant Four Rivers
Apartments is a fair
housing provider For
information
TOM
regarding the application process. contact
Caskey.
Sha ion
for
Coordinator
Housing
Supports.
Four Rivers Behavioral
Health, 425 Broadway,
Paducah, KY 42001
(270)442,7121
Ext.
260, Open Until Filled,
EOE

For
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
Phone:
accessible.
492-8721. Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
3 8 4 BR townhouses.
9630-900 per month
No
pets. Includes
washer/dryer,
oven/stove, dishwasher and refrigerator.
C/H/A. Utilities not
included Meadowlark
Townhouses
(270)348-0458
3&413R, 2BA available
now.
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9698
3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
C/H/A
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898
LIKE new, 1BR apt, all
appliances. Brooklyn
Dr. 270 559 9030 or
leave message.
NOW LEASING
1, 2& 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Awry at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Eaual Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

[

ii

1111L
-Tollint

2 BR, 1 BA nouse
$425mo•disposit, no
pets. 502 Broad St.
Walking distance to
hospital.
(270)293-0312

BT47.113
- ii-cibse In
country, C/G/A, applimo.
ances.
$500
Coleman RE 753-9898
531 South 6th 3 bedroom I bath,
washer/dryer, dishwasher, refrigerator,
stove, living/dining
rooms. bonus room,
screened porch, hardwood floors
270-761-1317

185051 Pt 1215
Murray KY 42071

TOBACCO ground
approx. 105 acres,
highly productive land.
water available close
by (270)489-2116

270-753-5562
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
.inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & dean
inNe sea boxes!
.We rent U-Hauls.
753-9800.

Murray I edger & Times Fair
tiou•ing Act Norike
All real ,stark. arherraed
in wbreal It, the Federal rwr
11warng Sr. wh.-11 auk, at
sllepal edsertw, an, pretty
enw limziAtron
datnnuna
bewt1 on race orlOt, moto010r:al. we, handscar
h1, n. n,fl..nai ortron, or inter,
lion to Med.'
,(11 pnler
ores lun:tations or di.,rumna:gate laws tothid Jar nmsnabOn
n tbw 'ale nontal or advernsana
01 real mutt based on isolors in
addason to those protected
under federal law
We woll Lnowmely accept gny
adverassno for real estate whoa
IS not wolabon of Ow law All
penons are herebV ollOerned
that all u
advertterkigre
available on an evmal vmporlynay bam
For further aromartor wod1 Fair
Housing Adverrismg requirements, contact NAA coumel
Rene r %Low (701/ na$1000

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location, 753-2905, 2931480
SPACE available
University Square
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobe Remitters
270 793 1492

Welsh
Adorable
Pembroke Corp puppies Locally raised,
wormed and shots
$300 489-2741,
227-9631
AKC boxer puppies,
brindle.
fawn
and
$350. (270)354-6337.
AKC Pomp. 2 female,
champage white, 151
shots, ready to go.
(270) 804-3767.
BENGAL kittens, spotted leopard, T1CA registered
$350.
(270)703-5877
•

Far kis
10 acres north of
Murray
near
the
Marshall County line
Great building site,
845.000 call 293-7872
3 acre wooded lot with
pond in Sanwa Farms
subdivision. 293-7872
REDUCED
3AC
SARATOGA FARMS,
right corner,
back
White fence in front
270-519-2290

139 acres near New
Concord. Trophy deer
and turkey hunting
125 acres of marketable
440.
0,
$275,000 293-7E14:

Ti7i•
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LEDGER &TIMES
Home Delivery
Local mail
li
IN
3e...
3
me.
6 NIA
6 us--ASA
I yr.--Mi.
I yr.-$104.04
Rest at KY/TN
Cheyear 4111•Cilonigni
3 mo..---ST0.56

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

n-.41211.SO
Money Order

Cheek
Name

Visa

_

St. Address_
•

City

-State

Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or cell (2701 753-1916

•:•
: I
I

664
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Fuesday, April 22, 2008

AUCTION AUCTION AUCTION

Melon

This Auction is absolute.

Saturday, April 26th, 2008
9:30 am.
OPEN HOUSE
Tues., April 22nd, 2000
54 p.m.

I10 A. a Street • Murray, Kentucky
Auction held onsite
Corner of 1st & Ash - Chestnut E.
to 1st, right on Ash

2008 Spring IreWater
Boat Show May 2. 34
4. at Kentucky Dam
Marina on Kentucky
Lake in Gabertsville,
KY Over 5,000.000
worth of new, used and
brokered boats will be
on
display.
Call
(270)362-8343 for info.
www kentuckianayacht.corn
1990 Champion bass
boat 20ft long, 1978
Mercury Mariner 150
HP. $5.900
obo
(270)293-2430.
1973 Mark Twain 16ft.
v-haul with 85hp mercury, new everything.
$1,000
OBO.
(270)210-2050

Murray Ledger & Time,

Having a Yard Sale?
\lake II

a hig CN cat in lite

31-70
words'

$11

I

$18

$16

2

$28

$20
3
$35
'includes all words in ad

Publish Date

Deadline

Monday
Shopper
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Friday- 10AM
Friday- 10AM
Monday 12PM
Monday - 4FM
Wednesday - 12P114
Thursday- 10AM
Thursday I2PM

il III .1

non wettot.lahlet 10'i down on real e.thte an.1 halatkr due in
in do. l'a.h or hank kther a must All announcentem, das

F

ol sale t.11... perketknre met ans

thet

t

; • JIM TATE JR. AUCTIONEER ePI136

Auction
Real Estate
Ill North 12th St., Murray, KY 42071
270-753-9090

acmage

gal
homes For Sob
Buccanee
1995
28x80J perm. indt
1.17-ac, 4br. 2ba, cha
gas fireplace, new
appliances, hardwood
floors,
new-roof 07. $79,000.
( 2 7 0)2 9 3 - 7 2 5 7
(270)293-9887
3 BR, 1 BA house, 1
block from Murray
State
campus
Recently remodeled,
1,400 sq. It hardwood
floors, double driveways.
$82,500.
(502)387-6054.
.2-BA house on
25 -acres with swimming pool and 30'x50'
detached garage. 270978,0505. 270-4362051.
Brick. totally remodeled 3 bedroom 2 bath
Crape Cod 12x24
Storage building New
flooring, hero floor tile.
large Jacuzzi. great
curb appeal. 999
Wisewell $139,000.
Call 759-9216 or 2275456 for a appomtmen,

a, ttormng

REDUCED)
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees.
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat
ramp.
$248,500.00.
Call
753-2905 or 293-8595

YOUR AD
COULD RE
HI RI FOR
0511' $75.00
A MON1H
(All 753-1916
227-8575
Dirt Cheap Lawn Care
Free eat. Mowing. gutter cleaning, bush tnmming, and more

Hill Eleciikl
Since 1986
1
24 Noun stRince
Res,, Corn., & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

A $5 fee will be charged for
any copy or rundate changes
made after ad is rubmitted
No changes rnay be made after
deadline. All ads must be prepaid. Ads may have imly one
dress

1--Ch-11ensd

Services Wend

land...aping, A
1141

753-1816 227-06 I

Campbell

Tenaable farm land to
sale. 19.6 acres.
Contact Herman Cerro
o
1270)753-1219
(270)978-1208

Man,, uring,

NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng 'Decks
•Vinyl siding 'Alt
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
nadeauconstruction.net

II \I I'`.•
:\1

\'-• I I

Si .1 \II \ I

weekly & special
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
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,
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JONES ROOFING CO.
555'S. I‘10

II '1 - s

211).-•
MULCH, double grade
We deliver
(270) 519-0442

t-

USED TIRES
14 15 10 inch
Starting at S20 .
mounted

Call 5356O6
Utility Mein I
2004 Toyota Rav4, 5
speed manual transmission. 30 mpg, full
power. AC, AM-FM Cl)
player, white with tan
intenor, keyless entry
excellent condition,
25,000 miles. $14,875.
436-5610.
.2002 Jeep Cherokee
special edition, 74,000
miles, 4x4, V-8, whne
with charcoal interior,
new tires. excellent
condition
•1999 Chevrolet
Tahoe, axe, V-8.
113,000 miles, blue
with gray leather interior, heated seats, tow
package, excellent
condition. 753-2486 Of
227-7822

NEW construction, just
finished. 141 Blissful
View. Saratoga II. Up
scale home. 4-BR. 2
BA.(270)804-1655
NEW homes and lots
"-'core
in Riverfield Estates
located on Doran Road
South. Come and see
what we have to offer
Matt Jennings 2937872
NEWLY
renovated
3BR. large den- could
be 4th BP. 2BA, brick
ranch, living/dinning 1997 Saturn, white, 4.
room, stainless steel door. 126.000 miles
kitchen appliances. $2,000 Call 293-8244
new beautiful hard- 92 Olds station wagon,
wood floors. new runs good. $750 obo
Italian tile bath. new 759-1771
0/-1/A, freshly painted
s00
calls, beautiful crown
Used Trucks
molding, 2064 sq ft.,
fruit orchard, grape
arbor, garden area on 2001 Chevy Siverado,
all power. air, CD
appx. 3 acres. 4m'
89.000 miles.
north
Calloway.
$142,000. 753-1140, 436-2602
Chevy
1993
293-3750
Cheyenne, 6 cycle
Reduced 4BR, 2 bath,
aluminum
tool
box,
garage. acre lot, plus
new parts, 148.000
rental mobile home, 5
miles, once negotiable
miles from MSU off
753-6842, 293-7252
Hwy 80 $79.900 55684 Ford 150 4X4 LWB
6868.
450 engine
NICE. clean. 3 BR, 2 (270 293-6740
BA. country liouse,
outside building. Large
trees. 4mi west of Lynn
Grove. $53,000 3822197.
PRICED below
appraisal! New
733-3300
3br/2ba home FSBO
IVIciKtursey
76 Blissful View
Ube. Services
Saratoga II $249,099
100 N. 5th
Call 1 949.689.5998

759-4418.227-9484
DNJ HANDYMAN
Call us for all your
repair needs
Specializing in decks
& painting
293-5438

IM back! From Iraq!
Quality
matters!
Robinson Paint &
Danny
Paper.
Robinson (270)2269295

1
1
LAWN
mowing,
mulching, landscaping, garden tilling.
293-5862
Handyman Services,
Alirremodeling,
No job too ameal.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3311

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
TROYER'S
Trimming, removal, Construction,
Pole
stump grinding, fire
barns. shingles, metal
wood. Insured 489- roofing Daniel Troyer
2839.
(270)804-6884

SEMI-RETIRED
Carpenter,
R.L. Woods, 753-9440.
Start immediately.
MOWING and trimming. reliable, scheduled Steven 767-9178

N011aSCOPS
BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Wednesday. April 23, 2008:
Please note a tendency tel go to
extremes in some form this year.
The variations you create might
be fascinating to an observer.
Nevertheless, often you might
feel thwarted and frustrated.
Trust in key established relationships, and you will get past any
problems more easily. If you are
single, you will discover an
abundance of suitors. The call
will be yours if you want to
relate to any of them. If you are
attached, the two of you will
experience some wonderful
times as long as you aren't into
being right. SAGITTARIUS
helps you get to the root of problems.

PARKSIDE
CARWASH
!1-3,,dwash afth vac t
starling at 512 50-0,
,41'S aria'trucks. Full
The Stars Show the Kind of
detail available,
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
(270 970-7118
-4-Positive; 3-Average, 2-So-so,
I -Difficult

Itt

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** To learn more, you can
either keep digging or detach
and see what you notice when
you are not triggered. Either
approach will work. Detachment
CATHY'S
might be easier. Try it out. Some
Wallpapenng.
of you might try a mix of the two.
Painting Cleaning
Tonight: Go for a ride or take a
270- 227-660673,walk. Clear your mind.
498-8904
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Two proves to be a
stronger number than one, no
matter what you are doing.
Work with one person at a time,
avoiding groups. If you take a
risk. make sure you can deal
with the end results if they are
negative. Investigate and open
COMPLETE yard care, up to new beginnings. Tonight:
mowing,
much Dinner for two.
(270)227-2449
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Carpet & Floorc
Owr yaws ark
Saks S Inoanaliea
90 days same as Cade
753- 7

ROOFING Free estimate (270)293-4020
(270)293-1924
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone 4362562, 227-0267

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so al
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger P. Times, nor
any 01 its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

------•
Services Offered
- - ------Will mow

.lards
*Clean gutters
•Pressure Washing

227-0929

Check
us out
on the
Web!

LBL Hosting Nature Photography Workshop

digital
cameras.
GOLDEN POND, Ky. -- using
Budding photographers are Participants will also receive an
A I Stump Removal.
invited to attend the annual instructional book to take home.
Fully insured. 437.
Nature Photography Mini- The workshop is limited to 20
3044.
Workshop on Saturday. April 26 participants to ensure more perAl Joe's Mower repair. at Woodlands Nature Station in sonal instruction.
Tune-up specials
Land Between The Lakes(LBL)
"We look forward to this
Free pick-up/delivery
workshop each year and are
National Recreation Area.
in Murray. 436-2867
The workshop is from 10 excited to have Denise Boaz and
a.m. to 2 p.m.. and will be led by Gross Magee back again." said
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 4 PARTS distinguished regional nature LBL interpreter Aviva Yasgur.
(270) 293-8726 OR photographer, Denise Boaz. and
"Workshop participants will
759-5534
Murray
State's
Graphic benefit from the advice of both
Chuck Van Buren
Communications faculty mem- an experienced film photograber, Gross Magee. During this pher, as well as a digital photog%NMI kl
4-hour mini-workshop, Boaz rapher. Whatever type of camwill explain exposure and com- era you use, nature photography
-1'.1‘ ill2
position then help you practice is a great way to enjoy, capture,
your photography skills as you and learn about the natural beaus I Oen I
take photos in the field. Magee ty of LBL."
The $30 workshop fee covers
will offer tips and advice about

BRANDON'S Outdoor
service
Mowing, yard cleanup. shrubs. bush hogging, tilling, mulch,
grading
C-(2701978-0543
after 6-00(270)4365277
CALHOON'S Lawn
Care & Asphalt Seal
Coating
(270)437-4774
(270)293-0161

QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
YOU CAN DEPEND ON!
15 Yawns Experkince
•Tear-Offs
• New Roofs
•Repairs
•Workmanship
S.
Guaranteed
Free
Maass
7534355
Estimates!

Cat 2934314

fit 171N

/OE S JOBS

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
Out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

Approx. 9 miles on 641 N. of Murray
to Charley Miller Rd., then take a
right on Hopkins Rd.

753-8087

IkAoreydes & AW's

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured.

We sell & deliver red gravel, lg. &
sm wash rock, dirt, sand.

Hierviees Muse

753-9562

1997 Yamaha Virago
XV1100 with black
leather saddlebags,
excellent condition,
16,000 miles. $3.400
helmet.
includes
(270)227-1354

AHART'S

753-9899 or 293-5914

l&M
I AWN SIRVIi I
!stowing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

GRAVEL & SAND

heal k.tate 1. sold "es t.- I rad Base Palm Ihsk losurr 10 he

111141 hal and 'pin ol the CI“Itra.3 pnre hino das of sale am'

Commercial,Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

II

rew, To advertise,
•
•
call Jill
YARD SALE
KIT WITH
or Ashley at
PURCHASE OF
YARD SALE AD: (270)753-1916

the cost of the program, instructional book on photography, and
admission to the Nature Station.
Participants should bring their
camera 115mm SLR or digital),
several rolls of film, lunch and
drinks, and dress appropriately
for the weather. Pre-registration
and full deposits are required.
This workshop is an excellent
opportunity to brush up on your
photography skills in time to
participate in the Land Between
The Lakes Photo Contest, The
LBL Photo Contest honors Gene
Boaz and his extensive photographic collection of nature and
its environment. For more
information visit www.lbLorg
and click on the LB1, Photo
Contest link.

Land Between The Lakes is,
managed by the Forest Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
in partnership with Friends of
LBL, to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education. We encourage visitors to review our website at www.lbl.org each season.
and throughout the season, for
our Calendar of Events, updates
on programs and policies, and
temporary trail and road closures. Additional LBL infOmiation is also available on our:
website or by calling 1-8(X)LBL-7077 or 270-924-2000
You can find out more about
Friends of LBL at www.triendsofibl.org.

laquellne Biter
**** Recognize when you
cannot initiate and need to back
off. You might be expenencing
more pressure than you are
comfortable with. A friend really
supports you in any way you
need. though this person will tell
you if you are self-destructive,
Tonight: Whirling around.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Deal with someone
directly, and you might get some
flak, but you'll aiso gain a deeper understanding. Praise, as
well as criticism, heads your
way. Take both with a grain of
salt. Accomplishment is your
middle name today. Tonight:
Easy does it
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Your playful side
emerges. Allow more lightness
into your life. Spontaneity
works, especially if you're making plans involving travel or people at a distance. Think in terms
of having a good time. Tonight:
Let your hair down!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Information comes forward that puts a smile on your
face. You have the ability to
situations
forward.
move
Investigate and understand
what is behind another's reaction. You might think you are
heading down the right path.
Tonight: Head home. Think
"adventure."
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You have a lot to say,
but so do others. If you start discussing an issue, you can be
sure others will spout off.
Decide if you want to hear all
this chatter. Actions still speak
louder than words Consider
what you want from a situation.
Tonight: Meet a friend for nibbles and catching up on news.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

La

General Contracting

MAKE IT BOLD:
1.11(riot

.5 Bedroom, I bath, great starter home or rental
ineestment. Starting Bid $15.000.0Xl.
Oatled dd. of sale 10% bthers prernourn AtIl he takled to the

inn's!

DEADLINES:

PRICES:
30 words #01
or less' days

& I

Calhoon Construction, LLC

m„

*** Extremes punctuate your Today your words mean a lot to
day. You might spend in excess certain friends. Realize you canand/or choose to go way over- not give to everyone on an
board in some fashion. Only you equal level. If you take your time
can control yourself. Get on an and decide on your priorities,:,
exercise program. Screen calls. life could be more peaceful.•
Tonight: Aim for what you want .
Tonight: Your treat.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) :
*** Take a stand and handle
21)
***** You naturally help oth- whatever
you
need
to
ers smile, Touch base with the Investigate a propcsition espemany people you care about. cially if it involves finances
Resolving problems happens Creativity helps forge a barrier
easily. Expect high responsive- or melt away a problem. You
can do it. Tonight: Too many
ness from a child or new friend
If you think you have solutions, irons in the fire?
test them on a partner. Tonight:
in the whirlwind of life.
BORN TODAY
CAPRICORN (Doc. 22-Jan. 19) English painter J.M.W. Turner
*** Step back for now. You (1775). Russian composer.
might not feel up to snuff, or you Serge' Prokofiev (1891). physi-.
might not be pleased if you take cist Max Planck (1859)
•••
a proactive stand Observe others' reactions Do your research Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
and find out what undercurrents Internet at http,/hwww.jacqueexist first. Tonight: Make it early ilnebigarcom.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) (c) 2008 by King Features
***** Fnendship is always Syndicate Inc.
highly valued by the Aquarian

Be Safe, Call Before Digging
Murray Natural Gas
wants to remind you to be
careful when you begin
your spring planting and
yard cleaning.
Call Kentucky 811
at 1-800-752-6M7 to have
all utility lines marked in
the area in which you
will be digging.

For more information.
call Murray Natural Gas
at 270-762-0336.
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COMICS / FEATURES
Boy should bond with dad at
home and not out hunting
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10 years ago
Mary Ann Hargrove and Dr.
James Booth, both of Murray
State University, were named
Secretary and Boss, respectively, of the year at the annual
banquet of the Professional Secretaries International on April 20.
Births reported include a girl
to Terra and Michael Osborne
and a girl to Stacy and Richard
Postak, April 18, a girl to Kandy
and Joey Timmons and a girl
to Gina and Michael Muller,
April 17.
Orscheln Farm and Home is
planning to open a new store
in the old K-Mart building on
North 12th Street by mid-May.
20 Years ago
Receiving Paul Harris Fellowships at the Murray Rotary Club
were Charles Eldridge, Gill
Major. Richard Broeiiiigmeyer,
Ralph Lorenz, Vernon Gantt,
Wayne Bennett, Hugh Oakley,
Richard Blalock, John Fortin
and the late Waylon Rayburn,
past distnct governor.
Published is a picture of Calloway County 4-H Teen Club
members while they were visiting Mammoth Cave National
Park as completion of their 4H Geology Project.
Births reported include a girl
to Pamela and Robert Robison,
April 18
30 years ago
Published is a picture of
Lynn Rogers,Tim Burchfield and
Brian Doyle studying Murray
and Calloway County and
preparing pickup routes for participants in the County-wide
Clean-Up Day.
Rev. DeWayne Franklin will
e installed as pastor of North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church on April
23. He has been pastor of First
Cumberland
Presbyterian
Church, Providence.

Calloway
County
High
School Lakers won
I over
Lowes in a baseball game with
Kelly White pitcher for the Lak.-

DEAR ABBY: I am wnimg in response to the letter
from "Concerned Grandpa'
(Feb. II). regarding his sonin-law taking his 4-year-old
grandson hunting. I'll bet you
were inundated with mail from
both sides of
this issue.
I fail to
see how a 4year-old can
comprehend
the safe use
of a firearm,
or navigate
through the
terrain
to
Dear Abby locate prey
and return
By Abigail
safely home.
Van Buren
Before the
industrialized age, people were
forced to hunt to put food on
their tables. Today, whether
they consume the meat or not,
the majority of hunters (I use
the term very loosely) are not
"hunting." They are camouflaged, hiding in blinds or in
tree stands waiting for the prey
to wander by. Some even put
out bait to lure the animals
to their location.
There is no skill in hiding,
waiting for an animal to wander by to be shot. These people are animal snipers. A true
hunter would stalk prey using
a bow and arrow for the kill.
That son-in-law would better
serve his son by staying home
with him and teaching him
real life skills. -- WALTER
M. IN FLORIDA
DEAR WALTER M.: You
are correct that my office was
inundated with letters from
readers on both sides of this
issue. The comments ranged

era.

40 years ago
William Fandrich of Murray
and R.F. Evans of Livermore
were elected delegates for the
First District to attend the national convention of Republicans in
Miami. Fla., this summer.
C.W. Jones of Murray has
been renamed as principal of
Wingo High School in Graves
County.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Johnson, April 14.
50 years ago
Calloway County winners in
the 4-H Area I Rally at Paducah were Sandra Bedwell, Janet
Like, Lorna ROSS and Bill Young.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Underwood.
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Howard
McCallon and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Ernie Sheridan.
New officers of New Concord PTA are Randall Patterson, president, Otis Lovins, vice
president, and Mrs. Pat Coleman, secretary.
60 years ago
Hazel High School was given
an A rating by the Kentucky
Board of Education at a recent
meeting, according to Calloway
Superintendent
County
of
Schools Prentice Lassiter.
Cannon Graham, administration of Murray Hospital. has
made an appeal to the public
to observe hospital visiting hours
to facilitate proper care of the
patients.
Carlton Outland announced
he has sold the Diamond Cab
Company to Cecil Fitts, L.J.
Hill and Eurie Garland, owners
of 138 Taxi Company.

TodsiyInNIstory
By The Associated Press
In 1964, President Johnson
Today is Tuesday, April 22, opened the New York World's
the 113th day of 2008 There are Fair.
253 days left in the year.
In 1970, millions of AmeriToday's Highlight in History: cans concerned about the enviOn April 22, 1889, the Okla- ronment observed the first "Earth
homa Land Rush began at noon Day"
as thousands of homesteaders
In 1983, the West German news
staked claims.
magazine Stern announced the disChi this date:
covery of 60 volumes of personIn 1509, Henry VIII became al thanes purportedly wnnen by
king of England following the death Adolf Hitler However, the diaries
of his father, Henry the VII.
turned out to be a hoax
In 1864. Congress authorized
In 1994. Richard M. Nixon,
the use of the phrase "In God the 37th president of the United
We Trust" on coins
States, died at a New York hosIn 1938. 45 workers were killed pital four days after suffering a
in a coal mine explosion at Keen stroke; he was 81.
Mountain in Buchanan County,
In 2000, in a dramatic preVa.
dawn raid, armed immigration
In 1944. dunng World War II. agents seized Ellen Gonzalez from
U.S forces began invading Japan- his relatives' home in Miami, Elian
ese-held New Guinea with was reunited with his father at
amphibious landings at Hollandia Andrews Air Force Base neat
and Amine
Washington.
)
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Ten years ago: A young woman
charged along with her high school
sweetheart with murdering their
newborn at a Delaware motel plead.
ed guilty to manslaughter iAmy
Grossberg ended up serving near •
ly two years of a 2 1/2-year sentence: Brian Peterson served 1 1/2
years of a two-year sentence.)
Five years ago. President Bush
announced he would nominate Alan
Greenspan for a fifth term as Federal Reserve chairman. Songwnter
Felice Bryant, who, with her late
husband. Boudleaux. wrote "Bye
Bye Love" and other Everly Brothers hits, died in Gatlinburg. Tenn.,
at age 77
One year ago In the first round
of the French presidential election, conservative Ni-zolas Sarkozy
and Socialist nval Segolene Royal
received enough votes to advance
to a runoff, which Sarkozy won.
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Don't feel
the burn

from child endangerment and
cruelty to animals to the proper use of guns. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I started
hunting with my dad and grandpa at the age of 4. It forged
a bond between us that lasted until their deaths. Learning
to be a hunter is also learning responsibility -- specifically gun safety, game laws, and
a deep respect for the animals
and nature.
Even though you referred
to hunting as "killing for sport,"
please remember: License fees
help to pay for game habitat
and management. Habitat and
proper management assure a
healthier game population and
the survival of many species
through conservation efforts.
Also, children schooled in the
safe handling of firearms at
an early age aren't as likely
to be involved in gun violence. -- CARING HUNTER,
WALTERS, OKLA.
DEAR ABBY: I was a preschool teacher for several years,
and the children who were the
biggest bullies and least socialized were always -- and I
mean ALWAYS -- the ones
graphically exposed to the
killing of animals. These children were aged from 3 to 5,
the same age as the grandson
in South Carolina.
The gentle, studious, most
popular children never spoke
of hunting, but the bullies
would talk at length about
killing, guns and blood. It
affected their emotional stability and ideas about death.
Please urge Grandpa's sonin-law to wait until his son is
old enough to understand death
before allowing him to participate in it. The bonding and
skill-building expenence will be
more meaningful and less traumatizing if the family waits.
-- LOVES CHILDREN -- AND
HUNTING -- IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR ABBY: If the boy's
parents are responsible hunters,
they may be teaching their son
gun safety, nature and wildlife
conservation during these expeditions. Grandpa should thank
his lucky stars that the boy
has a father who cares enough
about his son to spend time
with him. Many fathers just
can't be bothered. -- GAL
HUNTER IN N.Y. STATE
DEAR ABBY: We can't trust
our political leaders not to
injure others while hunting.
How do you trust a 4-yearold to abide by the rules and
understand the consequences
of breaking them? I can't even
get my 4-year-old son to wash
his hands after he goes to the
bathroom! -- CONCERNED
MOM, MARSHALLVILLE,
OHIO
•••

DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband and I started your no-flour,
no-sugar diet several weeks ago
after purchasing your first book.
After just a few days of religiously following the diet. I discovered that the acid indigestion that had
been plaguing me tor a
very
long
time had disappeared. I
searched
your book
from cover to
cover for an
explanation
Dr.
but couldn't
find one. My
By
husband
Dr Peter Gott
noticed the
same thing and doesn't need to
use antacids as long as he stays
with the plan.
I can't say that I ant losing
weight very quickly, but I certainly don't miss the heartburn.
I also feel a whole lot healthier than before. Perhaps others
have noticed this unexpected
(yet pleasant) side effect, as
well.
We now plan to purchase
your cookbook to add more variety to our stock of recipes.
Thank you for such a wonderful and easy-to-follow diet.
DEAR READER: Congratulations on starting (and sticking with) my diet. As you have
noticed, weight will not drop
as drastically as it does on
fad/crash diets. This means your
weight loss is much more healthful and requires you to work
toward goals. Soon, this way of
eating will be more a lifestyle

Gott

CostrimOrldge
It's a Delicate Operation
South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable
NORTH
•K .1 3
118 42
•Q 10 8 5
•A K?
WEST
EAST
•10 8 7 2
•KL)105
V.1 9 7 6 3
•6 3
•7 2
.60 96
•.1 3
SOUTH
•64
BA
•A K 94
•108542
The bidding.
South
West
North East
3•
I•
Pass
Pass
5•
Opening lead-- king of hearts

hest shot for game was probably fise
diamonds. so South bid it straightaway
West made the aorinall lead of the
lung of beans and this gave declarer
a chance to show his wares. He could
see three potential losers — two
spades and a club -- and his primary
task was to limit himself 10 one spade
loses, if possible.
So, after winning the heart and
cashing the Q-A of diamonds. 'ne
a low club ti.ard dummy. planning
to play ihr seven if West followed
low. Huh West put up the nine, forcing declarer to win with the king.
A heart was ruffed and another
toss club led. This time West had to
play low, and the seven lost to the
jack East could do no better than
return a heart, ruffed M South.
Declarer thee ted • dab io the
ace, returned to his hand with a
Most game-goieg hoods are trump and discarded two of dummy's
played in martimp or a major suit, spades on the 10-8 of clubs As a
largely because it is caster to score result, his only losers were a club and
nine or 10 tricks in those contracts
spade.
than I In a minor suit. But hands do
Ii bringing boot the contract.
occur where the best contract is live South went to great length.s to keep
clubs or use diamonds, arid here is a the dangerous opponent
West, in
case of that sort
this case - - from gaining the lead
Soot\ ("vied one dlamood, while he developed his clubs !lad
raised by North to three diamonds South instead made the lacier play of
(forcing). Since South's hand was the A - IS and another club, West could
sulisiriented and his partner had have defeated the contract by Shillas oided notrump, it seemed that the ing to a spade.
Tomorrow: The infernal optimist
t'XXII A
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VV. Turner
composer:
)1). physi-,
3)

1 Light in a tube
5 Former senior
9 New York
Giants hero
12 Lectern
13 Chalet feature
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choice than a diet.
As for your reduction in acid
indigestion, I can only assume
it is due to a more balanced
diet and a reduction in processed,
fatty foods. Most people believe,
that excess stomach acid, indigestion and heartburn are the
result of spicy or acidic foods.,
In some cases, this is true but
for the most part, highly:
processed and/or fatty foods are
teal culprit. I am sure most:
gastroenterologists would agree!
that simply cutting out excess
fatty foods could resolve the
problem for many sufferers.
I hope you ant' your husband stick with my diet ait,
.!
continue to feel better and reach
your weight goals.
DEAR DR, GOTT: What
is your opinion about the use
of horse liniment for the pain
of carpal tunnel syndrome?
DEAR READER: Carpal
tunnel syndrome is caused by
pressure (at the wrist) on nerves
to the lower arm. I don't see
how horse liniment could help
relieve such a problem. Having,
said this. I am open to learning from readers' experiences.
If you have mild to moderate pain because of your carpal
tunnel syndrome, use a wrist
brace on the affected arm dating activity, such as typing or
writing, that may aggravate the
area For severe pain and impairment, see a neurologist, who
can test the nerves to find the
source of impingement. He or
she can then offer treatment
options, such as specialized
braces or surgery to relieve the
pressure on the nerve.
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101st Airborne
soldier killed in
explosion in Iraq
PORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (Al') — A Fort Campbell soldiee
was killed in Iraq when his vehicle hit an improvised explosive
device in the town of F'eliwoda.
The
t of Defense says 22-year-old Sp•:. Be
K. Bros
Becalm
1)
=
6Priday at Pcrward Operating Base
In Briad, Iraq.
Brod* was front Colorado Springs, Colo He was assigned to
the 2nd Battalion. 327th Infantry Regiment, 1st Brigade Combat
Thant, 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault).

Rice: U.S. warned
Carter not to talk to
terror group Hamas
Ap
HONORING THOSE FALLEN: U.S. Marines file past the helmets, weapons, dogtags and boots of two fallen marines at the
end of a Ceremony in their honor at Camp Bastion, in southern Afghanistan today. 1st Sgt. Luke Mercardante, 35, of Athena.
Ga, and Cpl. Kyle W. Wilks, 24, of Rogers,-Art. died on April 15 when their vehicle, the fourth of 36 vehicles in their convey,
struck a roadside bomb in southern Afghanistan. Both men were assigned to the Combat Logistics BataIlion, 24th Marine
Expeditionary Unit.

Airstrike kills gunmen in Sadr City
BAGHDAD (AP) — An
unmanned drone killed two gunmen in Baghdad's embattled
Sadr City district, while another
remote-controlled craft crashed
south of the capital, the U.S.
military said today.
Kuwait, Iraqi Prime
Minister Noun al-Maliki urged
neighboring countries to help
dry up "the springs of terrorism"
by preventing militants from
obtaining weapons and financing from abroad. He was attending a meeting of Iraq's neighbors and other nations aimed at
helping the government restore
stability in Iraq,
A military statement said that
a drone spotted two gunmen
with a rocket-propelled grenade
launcher in Sadr City late
Monday and engaged them with
a Hellfire missile. Both men
were killed.
In another firefight in the district, U.S troops were hit by a
roadside bomb and then
attacked with small-arms fur

Troops returned fire and killed
three attackers, a statement said.
There has been a sharp
increase in violence in the country since al-Maliki launched an
offensive against Shiite militias
in the southern city of Basra
nearly a month ago. The fighting
quickly sptead to Sadr City, one
of the strongholds of the Mahdi
Army militia of anti-American
cleric Muqtada al-Sadr. to which
U.S. and Iraqi forces have laid
siege.
Militiamen
also
have
responded
by
repeatedly
shelling Baghdad's U.S.-protected Green Zone, which houses the U.S. Embassy and offices
of the Iraqi government.
Last weekend, al-Sadr, who
is believed to be in Iran, threatened to declare full-scale war on
the U.S.-backed government if
attacks on his followers continue. And on Monday, top Sadrists
warned that open warfare was a
"strong possibility" if the government did not ease the pres.

sure on the Mahdi militia.
and one was lost in Afghanistan,
U.S. Apache attack helicop- All are believed to have suffered
ters and armed Predator drones mechanical failure, since insurhave been launching daily gents in both countries lack even
strikes against militiamen clash- rudimentary anti-aircraft defensing with Iraqi and U.S. troops in es.
Sadr City, a sprawling district of
In Kuwait, al-Maliki tried to
2.5 million people.
persuade Arab states that his
But near lskandanyah, a country has "passed the crisis"
town 30 miles .south of and is much better off than it
Baghdad. a Shadow reconnais- was a year ago.
sance drone crashed early
Al-Maliki told delegates at
Tuesday. local police said. The the
conference's
opening
U.S. military said it was investi- Tuesday that Iraq "has entered a
gating the cause of the crash.
new phase" and has "prevailed
Unlike the much larger over factional disputes."
Predator, the Shadow is an
He urged neighboring coununarmed lightweight craft tries "to exert more efforts to
equipped with a camera capable enhance security procedures on
of producing color video in day- the borders in order to prevent
light and thermal images at terrorists from infiltrating into
night, which it conveys back to
"We also call for drying up
controllers on the ground.
April has been a bad month the springs of terrorism and its
for the drones, which are rou- sources of finance," he said.
tinely used to monitor strife-torn
areas of the country. Earlier in
the month, two Predators
crashed in different parts of Iraq

our lands."

I

KUWAIT CITY (AP) -Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice said today the Bush administration explicitly warned former President Jimmy Carter
against meeting with members
of Hams, the Palestinian faction that controls the Gaza Strip
and which is regarded by the
U.S. as a terroi group.
Rice. attending a regional
meeting on Iraq's security and
future, contradicted Carter's
assertions that he never got a
clear signal from the State
Department. Rice told reporters
that the U.S. thought the visit
could confuse the message that
the U.S. will not deal with
Hennas.
"I just don't want there to be
any confusion," Rice said. -The
United States is not going to
deal with H/1111113 and we had
certainly told President Carter
that we did not think meeting
with Hamas was going to help"
further a political settlement
between
Israel
and
the
Palestinians.
Carter said top Hamm leadas told him during seven hours
of talks in Damascus over the
weekend that they are willing to
live next to Israel, but a top
Harms official said the group
would never outright recognize
the Jewish state.
Separately, a Names official
said the militant pew has softened its demands for a cease-fire
with Israel Spokesman Ghazi

Hamad said Hamas is now prepared for a partial truce that
would only include the Gaza
Strip.
The group previously has
demanded the West Bank be
included in any deal. Still, it
hopes a Gaza truce will eventually spread to the West Bank as
well. In return, Hamas wants
Israel and Egypt to open their
trade and passenger crossings
with Gaza. The border has been
sealed since Hamas violently
seized control of Gaza last June.
Israel also considers Hamas a
terrorist group.
Carter won no specific concessions from /lamas. lie
defended his trip during remarks
Monday in Jerusalem He said
he failed to convince the top
Hamas boss, Khaled Mashaal,
that he could gain international
goodwill if he stopped rocket
fire on Israel for one month.
In an interview with NPR,
Caner said the State Department
did not warn him off the trip. A
State Department spokesman in
Washington took issue with that
on Monday, and Rice was more
blunt in her account Tuesday.
Rice had heard questions
about Carter's meetings several
times during two days a Iraqthemed meetings in the Mideast,
with some diplomats wondering

whether the Bush administration

was talking to Hal11113 through
the back door or contemplating a
different policy in the future.
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AP
FANNING THE FLAMES:
Chinese expatriates wave
their national flag during the
Beijing Olympic torch reiay at
the main stadium in Jakarta,
Indonesia, today, above. At
right, Athens 2004 Olympic
weightlifting silver-medalist
Lisa Rumbewas receives a
relay during the Bening
Olympic torch relay at the
main stadium in Jakarta
Police briefly detained at
least eight people and seized
flags from pro-Tibet activists
dunng a rowdy demonstration against the Olympic torch
relay in Indonesia Water
cannons and 3,000 officers
were deployed around the
main sports stadium in the
bustling capital. Jakarta.
where the parade was held
before a small, invitation-only
crowd, said deputy police
chief Hem Wibowo.
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